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-Budget situation demands,
Reorganization of administr'a tive services
remainder of the funds will portunities appears to be the
be
used
for
the appropriate course in these
UMR Chancellor Joseph . reorganizational
changes times of limited resources,"
M. Marchello has announced that will consist of tran- Marchello said.
tbat in view of the difficult sferring to other adHe added that this
budget situation and the ministrative services staff reorganization
in
adneed to pursue opportunities members the duties of the ministrative services will
lor faculty research and executive
directorship," parallel adjustments made
tedIIIOlogical and economic Marchello said.
in academic services during
development,
he
will
The funds for the graduate the past few years. For
reorganize
the
ad- center directorship have example, the graduate and
office
dean
ministrative
services been used to meet other extension
department
upon
the needs since Dr. Leonard positions have been changed
Levenson left the position to three-quarter time adretirement of Joseph D.
Wollard
as
executive two years ago. In that time, ministration
and
onedireCtor this summer.
Dr. William James has quarter time teaching as has
"At least half of the served as acting director.
the provost position.
vacated position's salary
"Resorting to austere
"While I prefer not to
!Unds will go toward re- administrative services in operate under such austere
the interest of building on staffing conditions, I believe
establishing the directorship
01 !be Graduate Center for
quality research strength to ' it to be appropriate under
pursue
promising
op- the circumstances," MarMaterials Research, and the
SOURCE:OPI

chello said.
He went on to say that this
reorganization will be in
keeping with Missouri Gov.
Christopher Bond's Jan. 11
statement to the General
Assembly in which he observed, "Jobs in the future
hinge critically on our ability
to compete in the national
and international economy.
To build that competitive
strength will require a
successful transition to the
high-technology economy.
Universities and colleges
have been prime movers in
each state which has made
the transition to a hightechnology economic base.
Universities, colleges and
closely affiliated private

ventures convert theory into
applied research, research
into products, and products
into jobs and payrolls. Our
first investment in our
state's economic development must be in our campuses."

To improve the economic
development role of the
colleges and universities, the
governor also recommended
increased budget support to
improve faculty recruitment
and retention and to purchase needed equipment in
business, computer science
and engineering and the
addition of distinguished
professors to strengthen
research efforts that com-

plement
economic
developmeotadivities.
MardJeDo said that at
UMR, strong programs
(cbemistry,
solid-state
physics
and
chemical,
electrical,
ceramic and
metallurgical engineering)
coordinated through the
center offer an exceptional
opportunity to implement
the
governor's
recommendations:
" 'Ibe center, with its focus
on naturaI resources, industrial
processes,
engineering and materials
technology, can provide the
sustained program needed to
pursue strong university
research
programs
in
materials science," he said.

Executive director of administrative services retires,

Joseph Wollard willbe missed
By suzy BRUNER

Joseph
D.
Wollard,
executive director of admiDistrative services for
UMR, has announced his
plans to retire this summer.
He has been working for the
past 17 years in his current
position, under the title of
business officer from 1966 to
1979, and under the current
title from 1979 to the present.
The activities Mr. Wollard
oversees
include
administrative planning, all
Auxiliary
Services,
University Police activities,
and business services, which
covers a wide scope of
university-related
tasks
such as, finance, budget,
I purchasing and personnel.
He is also a director of the
Rolla Area Chamber of
Commerce, acting as UMR's
liason with the chamber.
Prior to joining the UMH
staff in 1966, Wollard worked
as deputy post engineer at

Fort Leonard Wood from engineer in Missouri.
"I've enjoyed a long and
1962-66, was a consulting
engineer with Russell and diverse professional career,
Axon, of St. Louis, from 1950- the majority of which has
been at UMR," Wollard said.
62, and was with the Kansas
City District of the Corps of "I've been very fortunate to
have been able to be a part of
Engineers from 1949-56.
a great educational inMr. Wollard received his
B.S. degree in mechanical situation such as UMR.
"I'd also like to express
engineering from Oklahoma
thanks
for
the
State University in 1949, and my
served four years' active cooperation and support of
duty with the Army Corps of the many persons in the
Engineers followed by 24 university family that I've
years in the Army reserves. bad the privilege to work
He retired from the reserves with over the years," he
in 1970 as a lieutenant added. "I will take with me
many fond memories of the
colonel.
campus and remember a
Wollard is a member of number of major events that
_ several
professional . I was fortunate to have been
organizations such as the a part of. My wish for UMR
National Association of is for continued success and
College and
University even
greater
acBusiness
Officers,
the complishments
in
the
National Society of College future ."
and University Planning, the
As he said, Mr. Wollard
Reserve
Officers has seen the university go
through major changes, In
Association and Rotary
1965, the year before he
International. He is also a
registered
professional became business officer

here, MSM was changed to
UMR and the transition was
long and hard. Several administration changes were
instituted,
with
new
departments installed under
Wollard's leadership. .
During his years with
UMR, Wollard has seen an
ever-growing library, expanded student services, and
between the mid-60s and the
mid-70s, the UMR campus
doubled in floor space. He
helped plan these campus
additions, wruen mClUaea
the library, multi-purpose
building,
Engineering
Research Building, Computer
Science
Center,
Humanities
Building,
Materials
Research
Building, University CenterEast and the Physical Plant.
A replacement has not yet
been chosen to fill Wollard's
shoes at the end of this
summer; however, Wollard
does not intend to leave the
university for good. He plans

to remain available to UMR
as a consultant if needed.
When asked what his plans
are for his free time after he
retires, Mr. Wollard replied
that he and his wife, Angela,
will do some traveling. They
may also relocate within the
state,
possibly
in
Springfield. His wife, son
and one of his two daughters
are UMR alumni.

UMR <lIanceI1or Joseph
Marchello had this to say, "I
appreciate Mr. Wollard's
outstanding
professional
service to UMR over the
years. I've enjoyed working
with him during the five
years that J've been at UMR,
and I know I speak for
everyone in the university
community when I say that
he will be missed. "

EE receives HP grant
By GREG RINKER
During January the EE
department received three
6400 series LOgic Development Stations in an equipment grant from Hewlett
Packard
worth
about
$100,000. A matching grant of
about $20,000 was provided
bytbecampus.
The equipment includes
Ihree Logic Development
stations, four disc drives,
... emulator subsystem,

logic analyzer and a printer.
A large amount of software
was also included in the
grant.
Basically
the system
allows the EE department to
teach
computer-aided
CAD,
of
design,
microprocessor
systems.
The equipment is currently
being used by several
students receiving special
training under the direction
of Professor Tom Herrick.

The 26 students in Professor
Darrow Dawson's EE 3018
class will also be using the
system this semester for
individual projects. Pr0fessors Herrick and Dawson both attended Hewlett
Packard's Logic Symposium
VI last year in Colorado and
were directors of the grant.
The bulk of the system
looks like three ordinary
computer terminals but as
Professor Dawson said,

" These stations are completely different from the
conventional Apple or IBM
personal computers. The
Hewlett Packard stations
are designed so that users
can design the new computers of the future, "
As of now there are only
three systems of this type in
the state of Missouri and
UMR will be the first college
in the state to have one.

Joseph D. Wollard, executive director of administrative services, will retire this swnmer after 17
years at UMR.

(ctA~~a:>A~ C!)[i' ~W~~WI )Workshop
offered

Editor's Note: If your organization is having a
meeting, turn in details to the MINER office in
the Rolla Building before Monday at 9 p.m. and
we will list it in the Activities Section of the
paper. No articles submitted will be printed
unless written in complete sentences with proper
grammar. No schedule or flyers will be
rewritten and published by the staff for the
Activities Section.
If your organization is sponsoring a campuswide event for the benefit of charity, get us
details before Monday at 9:00 p.m. We will advertise the event free of charge in this space.
'Il1e MINER reserves the right to edit any
notices or ads for this page before publication.

U'OOlUa4~[!)AU
NEWMAN STUDENT ORGANIZATION
'Ibe Newman Student Organization will have a gener al meeting on
Thursday, F eb. 17, at6 p.m. in Room 119 CE. Everyone welcomed.
UMR FILM SERIES
UMR FIlm Series, " Reds," directed by Warren Beatty, 7:30 p.m .,
Miles Auditorium, Mechanical Engineering Building. Season ticket or
$2.50 at the door.
HELIX
Helix will sponsor a talk by Professor Samir B. Hanna of the
chemis try department at4 :30p.m., Thursday, F eb. 17, In Room 125 of
the Chemistry Building. His subject will be the research he is conducting while on sabbatical leave this year - " 'Ibe Role of Biology
and Chemistry in Psychiatry and Mental Health. "

MSMCC
'Ibe MSM Climbing Club will meet this Thursday at 6:30 p.m . In
Room 2IJ7 Norwood Hall.
UMR TARGET PISI'OL CLUB
'Ibe UMR Target Pistol Club will have Its year book picture taken at
6: 30 p. m., Thursday, Feb. 17. 'Ibe picture will be taken in the UMR
Rifle Range (basement of Military Science Building 1'2). A regular
practice gallery will follow the picture. All members should try to
attend.
INTERCOlLEGIATE KNIGfITS
IK will have a meeting in the Mark Twain Room on Thursday, Feb.
17, at 7 p. rn. All knil!bts and spring pages are urged to a ttend.
MATH HELP SESSIONS
KME sponsors free math help sessions for all students In algebra,
trigonometry and calculus. Help sessions are held every Monday and
Thursday from 6:3(HI p.m. in Room 209 Math-Cornputer Science
Building. If you're having trouble or want help with math please, drop
by.
PHI ETA SIGMA MEETING
Phi Eta Sigma meeting (pre-Induction quiz ) Thursday, Feb. 17 at 7
p .m . in H-SS G-5. Initiates : Plaques are due then !!
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DECEIVED
" Deceived, " a movie about Jim Jones and the People's Temple, will
be shown at 7 p.m., Friday, Feb. 18, In the Missouri Room of the
Student Center. Admission Is free.

~A~~[!)AU
SPORTS CAR CLUB
The UMR Sports Car Club will hold the second annual Valentine's
Day Massacre Rally on Saturday, Feb. 19. Registration starts at 10
a .m . a t the parking lot next to the Computer Science Building. Extra
points will be awarded to couples who enter (that means one male and
one female In the car ). Only two people per car. For more Information , call Kevin Farrell at 364-8345.

ua~a[!)AU

INDOOR RECREATION
'Ibe indoor recreation committee of SUB will show the movie
" Chariots of Fire" on Sunday, Feb. 20, in Centennial Hall. 'Ibe times
a re 4 p.m . and6 :30p.m. and admission Is free.

OO(J)~[!)AU
WOEEE
'lbere will be a meeting of the UMR Amateur Radio Club on Monday, F eb. 21. Meeting time Is at 6:30 p .m . In Room 101 EE. Anyone
interested in ham radio Is welcome to attend.

~~~[!)AU

SAE
'Ibe Society of Automotive Engineers will hold its second meeting of
the semester on Tuesday, Feb. 22, at 7 p .m . In Room 104 Mechanical
Engineering. 'Ibe guest speaker will be Mr. Paul Meyer of ACF
Carter Carburetor. Mr. Meyer will present a program on the
engineering details of Carter's electronic engine knock eliminator
(one of these knock eliminators will be given away as the door prizea pproximately a $100 value !!). Everyone Is welcome.
SWE
'Ibe Society of Women Engineers will have a meeting on Tuesday,
Feb. 22, at 6: 15 p.m. In the Missouri Room of University Center-East.
Memberships will be taken.
.

W~[!)~~~[!)AU

This spring, the Counseling Center staff is offering
a variety of presentations
Including
study
skills,
personal
relationshlps,
stress management, etc., as
outreach activities through
their Personal Resources
Development
Program.
They encourage all students
interested in one or more of
th~ areas to attend, and all
sessions are free of charge.
Should an organization
desire a workshop in a
special area of interest that
is not going to be offered this
semester,
call
Stewart
Cooper at 341-4211 to arrange
a presentation. There are
only a limited amount of
times available, so contact
should be made early.

Ends Thursday
9 p.m. Only

" 48 Hours"
tirntUII ,t-\1
Evenings 7 & 9 :10

r----------,
10%
Off
with Coupon

Expires Feb . 28, 1983

Records & Tapes
Paperback Books
Bought-Sold
Traded

One Horse
Books & Records

ADULT OWL SHOW
Fri. & Sat. 11:15

808 Pine

"Urban Cowgirl"

Downtown Rolla

L ___ !6~~~ ___ .J

Under 18 not admitted

L'HAYYIM'S
Funny, you don 't look Jewish, but since you are be sure to attend
L'Hayyim's (UMR's Jewis Student Organization) meeting.
When : Wednesday, February 23 from 7:30-9:30 p.m .
Where : University Center-East, Maramec Room
What : Perspectives on Israel
::;ee you tnere. For more information, call Mike at~ .
WESLEY

Wesley holds a general meeting every Wednesday evening at 6 p.m.
a t the Wesley House, 403 W. Eighth St. On Saturday, Feb. 26, Chuck
Heidbrier will speak and play the guitar. Evervone i~ invitPil
ASCE
'Ibe student chapter of ASCE will meet on Wednesday, Feb. 23, at 7
p .m. in Room 114 of the CE Building. Mr. Dennis L. Chenoweth of
Wagner-Hohns-Inglis Inc. will be the guest speaker and refreshments
will be served following the meeting.
WOMEN AT WORK
The first program of the Women at Work series will feature an
"Ozark Meandering" with Dr. James Bogan. It begins at noon on
Wednesday, Feb. 23, in the Mark Twain Room in the University
Center-East.

GUARANTEED STUDENT WAN INFORMATION
The last day students may apply for a Guaranteed Student Loan
(GSL) for the s pring 1983 semester is March 15. Due to federal
regulations, the Student F inancial Aid Office cannot accept applications for a GSL a fter this da te for the s pring '83 semester.
DRESDEN ORCHESTRA CONCERT
The Stude nt Union Board has purchased a limited number of tickets
fo r s tudents only for the Dresden Orchestra Concert to be presented
on March 2, a t 8 p.m. in Bullman Multi-Purpose Building. Students
must have a valid UMR 1.0. and may pick up one ticket only in
Program Office, 217 University Center-West, from 1-3:30 p .m.
Monday through Friday until Feb. 25 and Monday through Wednesday, Feb. 28-Man'h ?

Dlstrlbute Advertising Materials on Campus. Write: College
Dlstrlbutors, 5 S. 040 Pebblewood, No. 408-W, Naperville, IL
60540

r----------COUPON----------

Student Specials with Coupon
Haircuts

$5

Short Perm & Cut

$25

We Also Trim Beards and Mustaches

MR. CHARLES COIFFURES
For Men & Women
306 E. 6th 364·6236
L __________
COUPON _________ -'

We now deliver
Friday, Saturday & Sunday Nights,

100% Homemade

Now featuring Bud, Busch
and Coors Beer.

Best pizza in town.
Hwy . 63 N .
Rolla
364-8661

mes
'lliIzza
m's

TUTORING
Trig & Calculus
Monday & Thursday-6:30 p.m .-8:00 p.m.
Room 209, MCS Bldg.
Alpha Chi Sigma

Freshman & Analytical
Chemistry
Tuesday & Thursday-7:00 p.m.-9 :00 p.m.
Room 127, Chemistry Bldg.

PhYSics
21, 23, 24, 25, 107
Wednesday - 7:30 p.m.-9 :00 p.m .
Room 129·130, Physics Bldg.
SOCiety of Physics Students
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By HEIDI FLUEGEL
Student Council will be
sponsoring a free university
week. During this week
Student Council will be
having two guest speakers
for the-students.
Dr. W. Nicholas Knight
will be the guest speaker for
Monday, Feb. 21. Dr. Knight
Will speak on his personal
experience of "How to FInd
a $1.5 Million Shakespearian
Signature." His talk will
include his travel and search
for
verification
of

for sale

Shakespeare's signature and
his unexpected find of an
unknown
Shakespearian
play.
On Tuesday night, Feb. 22,
Dr. Arlan DeKock will
present
the
topic
of
"Programmable
Calculators" - the pros and
cons, the future and the
transition
of
portable
computers.
All of the above lectures
will be In 104 Physics from 78 p.m. Come and enjoy these
two fine speakers.

~ Research awards
r~
The UMR Chapter of
SIgma Xi, the national honor

ducted while the student was
an undergraduate at UMR.

society
for
scientific
research, is soliciting papers
for
its
annual
Undergraduate
Research
Awards. Cash awards of
$3lO, $100, $50 and $25 will be
given, respectively, for the
flrst-, secondo, third- and
lourth-place
papers.
OrigInal research In any
scientific field is eligible for
!be competition providing
!bat the research was con-

i'~our
copies of
the
research paper must be
submitted to the chair of the
Awards Committee, Dr.
Nancy A. Marlin (112 H-SS) ,
by March 25. Notification of
the awards will be made in
April and the winning
students will be honored on
May 4 at the annual Sigma
Xi banquet. For additional
Information call 341-4811.

SOURCE:OPI

Bruce West

Every girl In TJ, over 120 of them, received at least one rose for Valentine's Day.
From' 'TeL, " an unidentlfled admirer.

Blue Key accepts 12
~y BECKY KOVARIK

On Thursday, Feb. 3,
UMR's chapter of Blue Key
National Honor fraternity
had its spring smoker. They
awarded
12
students
membership
into
the
organization.
Blue Key

ABS essay contest
The Dean of Students In
conjunction
with
the
MInority
Engineering
Program is sponsoring an
essay contest on
the
following theme:
The constitution of the
Association
for
Black
Students at UMR is set forth
as follows:
To
stimulate
unity
among black students
00 the UMR campus and
to improve relations
with all people. The ABS
shall pursue these 0b-

jectives to their fullest
potential in the areas of

)0 p.m.

academics, community
and campus relations,
social and athletic activities. We, the members of the Association of .
Black Students at UMR,
do here-now adopt and
hereafter adhere to this
constitution.
If
they define their
organization (ABS) as the
process of people working
with each other toward their
common goals, describe In a .
250-word or less essay how
the AHS ·can acComplish its
objectives as stated In its
constitution.

The men of Kappa Alpha Psi are celebrating their
third year of existence at UMR. In observance of this
celebration, they have planned a week's worth of activities. The schedule of events is listed as follows:
DATE
EVENT
2/20/83
Gospel Night/Prayer Service"
2/21183
Kappa Kandy (Intro to the week)
2/22/83
Koffee House/Seminar
Date of Chartering (Open)
2/23/83
2/24/83
Krimson and Kreme Day
2/25/83
Kasino Night
2/26/83
Kappa Skate""
Third Annual Sweetheart Ball
2/V/83
Kappa Banquet
"In conjunction with the Voices of Inspiration Choir.
""Event will be held at the Magic Lantern skating
rink.
The times and places of the other events will be listed
on campus during the week. Tickets cost $8 which covers
everything, with all procee:ds being donated to a local
charitable organization. For more information, contact
Francois Faulkner, 364-9756.

The University of Missouri
system Board of Curators
has authorized officials at
UMR to list property near
the campus for sale.
UMR was given permission to have Carnahan
Hall, a small residence unit
at 1310 Pine St. and propert'y
at 1306 Pine appraised to
establlsh their fair market
value, to list them for sale
and to soliCit and receive
bids
from
prospective
buyers.
FInal decision on sale of
the property would require
further board action.

A first-place prize of $100
will be awarded.
Rules of contest:
1) Typewritten, double
spaced, 250 words or less.
2) Must be turned in at the
MEP Office, (302 Rolla
Building) by March 4, 1983,
at4:30p.m.
3) Contestant must be a
UMRstudent. .
Winner will be announced
March 25, 1983, in the
Missouri Miner.
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Sally's
Flowers & GIftS

707
Hwy 635

364·1777

t' Having Problems t
with your
German?
I ":'111 do tutoring
In

my home

L _______
Phone 364 -3009
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potential as future citizens
and leaders. Juniors and
seniors who are otherwise
qualified and who have had
an opportunity for selfexpression and growth In the
various student activities,
academic and service honor
fraternities and religious
organizations are eligible.
A point tabulation-sheet is
filled out by each nominee
and points are awarded for
his or her extracurricular
activities. The members are
chosen on the basis of their
points and their grade-point

New club
. The
College
Young process, regardless of their
Republicans is a newly- pOlitical viewpoints. FInally,
formed group on the UMR the group has the resOurces
to
sponsor
campus. Its purpose is to available
inform and make the student leadership seminars which
body aware of current and would be open to the student
future legislative policies, body.
Tuesday, Feb. 22, at 7 p.m.
and their effect on both the
university and local com- in Room 0.1 of the H-8S
munity. They also offer the Building, it will be having
opportunity for students to officer nominations. Elecspeak to political figures In a tions will be held March 1.
forum-type setting with . New officers will assume
question
and
answer control on March 1 and
sessions provided. It Is the preside for the entire '83-'84
goal of this organization to school year. If there are any
Increase
student
par- questions call 364-3512 and
ticipation In the political ask for Karl.

rFaulkner's
Beverage
Mini Mart

lJ l

r-----'
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would like to take this time
to extend both honors and
congratulations
to
the
following students at UMR:
Elizabeth Metzler, Rebecca
Moritz, Melinda Smith,
Kathy Von Rump, John
Remers, Edward Bradley
Jr., Gregg Little, Paul Lang,
Richard Wacker, Richard
Charla
Kirk
Maguire,
Niccoli and Sherry Noonan.
Blue Key members are
selected for this honor
because they have shown
character,
outstanding
recognized
ability
and
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Rolla's Coldest Beer
-Ice -Gas -Snacks
DOMESTIC & IMPORTED WINES

.

364 6762

1808 N . Bishop (across from Season 's)
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Mazda 626:
Is it a
road car?
Luxury car?
Economy car?

~
IT'S ALL OF THE
ABOVE FOR JUST

$7800 t
626 SPORT SEIJ.o\N

Tru e road -car handling
a nd performa nce · New ·
5-passengerluxury
• Ad va nced fron twheel drive · And
look at the mileage:

~~ ~
""I1aIEST'
~"7

MPG

MPG
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averages. Memberstup is
limited to students who have
completed at least 60 hours
and at least two full years of
college work, and maintained a GPA of 2.75 or
better (Qn a 4.0 system ), and
have a minimum of 40 points
on the approved point
system of the chapter.
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Interviews.
PERHAHFllT Dfl.On£NT SOtEWLE
CAREER tf:m.DPfr£XI'
9th & Rolla Street.$

HlSSOJRI PUBLIC SERVICE, Kansas City f:()
W:1.1l interview HAY gads with BS/Hechan1ca1, Electrical ~neering for
Staff Ehg1neer. U.S . CITIZEXSHlP OR PERHo\NDIT VISA RfXlUIRED BY a:»PAHY.
Looation : I(aosa..s City, Ii)
IHTEJiVlOO wru. BE ~5 HINJTES IN t.fXini.
Interviewer: unknown at thu lillie
Priority signup: february 21 , 1983
Interview date: Iilrch 8, 1983
Re8lo1lat' signJp: febrUary 22, 1983
I

etrr~~f:W~9 ,~L~~s ~1th

c.pus interviewing for week: of I1lrch 1-11. 1983

3UHOSrRAHO OORPORATIOH. Rockford ! IL
,.lUI I nt.erview MAY grad" w1th BS/l'5/Eleetrical , I1echan1cal, Aerospace Engineerir@:
(or .1dvanoed ~chrYJIOSY Croup. ~hanical 9jsteas Croup - Prod ....cts include actuIItions systm s I fuel pu:11p3, turbo-pcwer s )'stelu I I'II'd col'I5tant. speed driYe,,;
Electrieal Sys tems croup - Systems ard OCIIIponent.:\ for aerospaoe appl1cations , .such
electrica l pc:Mu generatil'l6 an;! distribution equlp!llent, etc.; Ehe:rgy Systems
:roup _ urdersea propuhlon syst.GILS I wute heat err.rgy conversion ayst.ms I space
craf't fl1g.t ocmpone:nta, ard rocket & .tsaile OCIIIponent:!l. U.S. CITIz.D(SHIP OR

~ineer1ng,

BS/IiS/Electrical
U. S. ClTIZEMSHIP OR

CANOE TRIPS ~

Solenee for software develo~nt.
PE~NDn'
BY C(JoFANY .
Location: St. Louis primarily - other locations po33ib1e
Interviewer: aeofrr-ey Lock
Priority s1gnup: february 18, 1983
Interview date: I'llrch 7,1983
Regular s ignJp: february 21 , 1983

10% Discount

.:1

;>ERHANEHT VISA REOJlRED BY a::ltFAHY.
L.ocation: Ibckrord I

IN1U. OORPORATION, O\ardler . AZ
W11l interview on Ittrch 9, 10, 1983.

n.

Interviewer: Gene fOy
Interview date: Iilrch 7,1983

...---_--=...,...--;u ntll Ma y15r---=0-ne-H""'0-u-r-"
canoe Trips
South of
On the Upper contact:
Rolla

IiIO inforwation available at th13 time.

~!;Ys=~: f::~i2~~'l~3

Priority slgnup: February 18, 1983
Regular '1a~:) : F'ebnJary 21, 1983

:rt!'n~~i:..cruHA'~JJW:!Js ~~fi)cfvl1

Fnglneering for structural steel
design poeit1ons (1Cansu City, Kl); BS/CivU ~neering for Sales Tr"inee (USA):
BS/IiS/~cal ~g . , &g. f1pt for plant engr . positions. U.S. CITIZ£HSHIP (jR
PERKAHtlfT VISA REQUIRED BY CX»f>ANY.
Interviewer: Roger Lalbube
Priority .i,ulup: ~bruary 22, 1983
Jnterviewdate: Iilrch 9,1983
Regular s1gnup~ february 23, 1983

~tf-l~~~~ ~lk~~JmHMts:v;:s

arirrn~~R1fii, CWi;~s wIJCA~~;i~~t.tllw-gical.
~lneer1ng .

I+lchanical

Electri cal

HIltallurglcal Ehg1neer1~: Operations am Q..Ia.llty (hntrol;
Des ign l Facllltlu; Eleetrl~l F.ngineering: ~c11itie5
U.S. CITIZENSHIP RalIlRED BY o:::H"AHY.

~neering :

& EquipDent..

Location: Hl.dve3t
Interviewer : T. P. Fr1eburg
Int.erview date: ttu-ch 8, 1983

Priorityaignup: february 2.1, 1983
fte&ular s1gnup : february 22, 1983

t,yft1n~r:"C1\lt«'~:M;'!Ja ~jb;nets~ical ~ri~

for P'roce$31

~f. ct.ur il'6

fhgineer.
Corporate teadquarter3 in Rac1ne, WI; i1Il'JJfaot.ur1ng Locat i or;, in
1Cana.u, 0,10, Imiana ard Tennessee
Interviewer: A.O. Blxler
Priority signup: february 21, 1983
Interview date : ItlrOh 8, 1983
Re.sular 31gnup: february 22, 1983

Loc.etion:

~ryrf:e~ewAH~t~C:a:A:;ih C1<Jit=a~lli ~neeri~

for &61neer-inI'ralni na .t Power Plant.3 , Power Product1on Department; BS/Electrical Ehgineerfor ~neer -in-Tre1ning in Region Ehgineering Ofn ae3, TraNlOl1ssion ,.
113t.ribution Department. U.S. CITIZffiSHIP OR PERMANENT VISA REXlUIRED BY
DPAHY.
..ocation: Cklahou City, OK
lnterviewer3: Hike Loyd, Tem Phillip, 8111 creen
Interview d.te: M1rch 8, 1983
Priority s1.grup: february 21, 1983
Regular signup: february 22 , 1983
Lng

with BS/MS/PhD Elec trical, M=chanica1 Frug
wide variety of projecta. such as microwave systms, telenetry, missile guidance ,
navJ.gation, $Or\&l', oounter1lleUW"ea, test set3, 1m.a3ire video an:! l n rr-a~ systems ,
an::! control systems. (further detal:s will be P«I ted w1th 31gnups) . OVILIAN
Dfl.On£HT - U.S. CITIZENSHIP REQUIRED.
Locat.1orl: Irdianapo113, I N
Interviewer : Cimy Tewell
Priority signup: february 22, 1983
Interview date: Mlrch 9, 1983
Regular s1.gn.1p : february 23, 1983

t:lT~n:~~~A kl~~~r~s ~~~~:':;;s:~~I~&J~~ah:trical

&Ug . ,
BS/HS/Cc:mp Sci enoe(ma th-statlstlcs-.scientif1e appllcatiom oo1y-oo business appl1~
cations) for design ard develop:llent o f sophisticated rll1nlle am space systmls.
U.S , CITIZEl6HIP RflJUIRED. MJTE: o:::H'AHY REQJESTS Otl.r 25~ OF EArn DISCIPUNE PER
SOtEWLf. OPOOrGS ARE AS F'CU.OWS (FDR oorn K>RHING AND AFTEIU«X>N SICtlJPS ):
3 AEROSPACE, 3 t£OiANICAL, 3 ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING, 3 c:otflITER SCIENCE.
Location: Denver, CO
Intervi~r :
Ibb Ceamill
Priodty signJp: february 23, 1983
Interview dates: I'h.rch ID, 11, 1983
Regular s 1.goop: february 24 ,1983

~;~HA~~~ty~~~

@/IiS/PhD in Electrical Ehgineering for
engineering s taff asslgrmenta in research , design , develo~ent, test analysis,
pr<X1uct10n , quality control, field eng1neeri~, rdiabUity , et.c . , in Electronics
~ation3.
U.S. CITIZENSHIP REOJIRED.
Looatlons: So . California, Colden, CDlorado; <bluabus, <hio, Richlan::!, \.bShington
Interviewers: unknown a t this tiltle
Priority s1gnup: february 23, 1983
Interview dates: P-brch 10, 11 , 1963
Regul ar signup: february 24, 1983

Current River

~~~~t:c;r. ·.cgrgr:~ref~'t£R;~Dhfn ~ectrical

:t~"n&rvCY!:a\y: ~LY

BS/~/Ei1g1neering

gradlJ with
l'tttIagment for Irdu.strial
Ehg!neer ; BS/liS/EJectrioal Ehgineering ONl..Y for Technical Sales; BS/IiS/Electrical Ehgineering (power option) for design ,. deve10p!lent of molded case circuit
bre.kera; BS/EhAineering Mlnagto!ent, I'bc:hanical Ehgineer11'6 for career opportunities in CAD/CAM utlUmtion.
U.S. CITIZENSHIP ~IRED BY OOt-flANY.
Location: Cedar RapidS, lA; CDIU11bia, /1); 200 (Wes) offices , U.S .
Interviewer!J: Jim Roach, ..bhn Schult.:t ard arother
Interview date: M1rch 8,1983
Priority signup: February 21 , 1983
I
Regular sigrMJp : february 22 , 1983

~in~~l: ~3j~~~~'(1iEVlOOS

GRAOO, SIGN ON BACK-UP LIST) with
as/Electrical, MeChanical Ehgineerlng for 011 fi eld service engineer3: operate
.n::! IUJ.ntaln :surf'aoe ard sub.surt'aoe electronic equ1~ent, IMnage a logging crew,
ard provide on-the....,pot analysis of oollected data J'raa new oU ard gas wells .
U.S. CITIZEJGUP OR PERMANENT VISA REXlUIRED BY OOfof'AHY.
LocaUon: CJc.lahcDa &: TelCilS
IntervieYer: W'\krw:Jwn at th1.s t..1me:
Priority s igrlJp : february 21, 1983
Interview date: ttlrch 8, 1983
Allgular 31grlJp: february 22, 1983

Used canoes for sale-shuttle service

SPI, AH Games· 0&0 Supplies

ROLLA CRAFT & HOBBY
1009 Pine Rolla, MO 364-5581

Quality Cleaners
Expert Cleaning Reasonably Priced
108 W. 7th Street Rolla. MO 65401

UNITED m..El'HONE CQWAHY , Overlard Park KS
lItui interview HAY , JJLy , llECEP'EER gracb with BS/Electrical &rg1ne-ering, Physics
for /'b.nag8!lent Trainee. U.S. ClTIZEIGHP REXXlIREO .
Location : Overlard Park, KS
Interviewer: ..\xIy Randall
Priority s1grup: february 23, 1983
Interview date : Mlrch lD, 1983
Regular s1.gnup: february 211, 1983

Gt1r:nt!~~:O~~sraa~~~t~~2&m~stry

for quantative/qualitative
analysi s of an:1llla.l health care products in Q.lal1ty A33uranoe Dept.. - Agriculture
Division. (NOTE: This will be an afternoon schedule only; Afternoon s1gn.Lps
only - 6 open1~) U.S. CITIZENSHIP REWIRED.
.
Location: Lee's Sumiit, t-()
Interviewer3: Erian ..ackson , Rardal1 'JUrner
Interview date: fobrch 10, 1983
Priority s1graJp : february 23 , 1983
~gular signup:
february 211 , 1983

!i~r-t~~~=~y ~; :t~~sWt~/~ectrical, ~Chan1cal

Ehgineering for design
o f coal harrll1ng SV3tems. U.S. CITIZENSHIP REQJIRED BY c:x:>f.pANY.
Location : Pitt3burg, KS
Interviewer : J1JD fry
Priority signup: february 23 , 1983
Inter view date: I-bt'ch 10 , 1983
Regular s 1gnup: februa.ry 211, 1983

lOWlST IATES AHYWHEI(I

The • 1 Financial
Plan for College
Graduates has
.
a pkln f O f
:--l~I ··
you too'
~ Ie
CAll ra"DA ~
UIlIOI1LlfC 3&4·5268
_
~

F

It):'

Pounder"
16 Oz. Long Neck Bottle
for the price of 12 oz.
4 Ounces FREE
Now available in Rolla
at these locations:
209 Tavern
Top Hat
The Pub
509 Package
Andy~s Lounge
Distributed by Fred Voss Enterprise.

Complete SeMce

JADWIN
CAIIOIRINTAL
Jadwin. MO 65501
Ph . 314-729-6229

I

&8ineering for
ef61neerll'6 positloM on .vionics an::! electronics progrcm3. PRIORITY WILL
BE CIVEH TO APPl.lCAm'S IN mE TOP HALf Of lliElR CRADJATINC Q.ASS . PLEASE flU.
ooT CCH'AIft APpt,ICATION PRIOR TO INTERVIE\J. U.S . CITlZEJ(SHlP REXXIIRED BY
(XH'ANY.
Location: Fort Worth, TX
Interviewers: unknown at this tin'le
Priority signup: february 21, 1983
Interview datea: I-t1rch 8, 9, 1983
Pegular s1gnup: february 22 , 1983

~

RIV.R

Cmputer
VISA REQUIRED

Sunday Specials 4-10 p.m.
Chicken Fried Steak S3.59
and

6 Oz. Sirloin Steak S3.89
Dinner includes polalo. roll . salad bar and drink .

~

4

.............................

198
3

~

Thursday, Feb. 17, 1983

~=e!~1U~~M/::5etv~~~ ;or eoMulUr8 geoteChnical

erwineers am construction saterlal quallty control testing, 1n A&H Ehgineering,
Sdl"trone Engineering Te3t11'8 Lab., Coleman T~tlng lab., Inc .• W9.1ker Laborat.orle.s, Inc. , Hichigan Te..sting fl1gj.neer~. A&.H Flood Engineers, So11 SyStEUl3, Inc.,
oily f).ran3 1Mting lab .• Halpert & ob~a~. U. S . ClnZENSHIP RWJIRED.
l,.ooIUon: conti~tal U.S.
InterViewer: Lelard Lewis
Priority s ignup : February 23 . 1983
Regular s 1gra1p : february 24, 1983
Interview date: I'tu-ch 10, 1983

Hour
Ihol
'lia

I~e

L

7~

lervice

5581
~

PageS

MISSOURI MINER

;frt~~!7::~~1l¢~3 V!~~~~7&Vll. ~chanical

Ehginee ring for

~

& deve.lopaent. U. S. CITIZENSHIP REQUIRED.
Vick.3burg, 1'£
Interviewer: Bertha Payne
Priority s ignup : fe bruar y 23. 1983
Regula r s lgrup: february 24, 1983
Interview date: I'tlrch la, 1983

Honors Week
With the help of various
student and faculty gJ;OUpS
and
departments,
the

Week activities. students,

Campus Honors Committee
has been able to schedule an
impressive list of HoDOrs

faculty and the public are
invited to attend all events,

LoOBtion:

CQ..ES-KlSLTRIE ELECTRIC OOOPERATIVE. fo9ttoon! n..
IKIi interview HAY I :xlLY grads w~th BS /Electrical Ehgineertng fo r preparation of
lnfonaatlon for analysis of sys tata load, voltage drop s tld les , s taking am design
of dls tributi~n line. salle traf\SIDissio n line deSign , obtaln1T'@ right -o f -way .
~ supe.rvis 1oo of construction, preparation of .sectionaliung .9 tud i~s an:!
fault current data. U.S. CITIZENSHIP REWIRED.
L.oaation: t1lttoon, n.
Interviewer: ..hhn IkIoley
Priori ty s ignup : February 23 , 1983
Interview date: I'tlrc:h 10, 1'3
Regular s ignup: Febr'Uo""v 211, 1983
1I)1'E: INTERVID5 WILL BE FOR AF1'ERl«X>N ONLY; AF"l'ERNOON SI GtlJPS (6 AV AILAELE).
CEOO OORPORATION, Oak Irook, n.
Vlll interview HAY grad s with BS /Civil Engineering for t rai ning prouan leading
to sal~s engineering, application er&inee.ring, engineering manage:aent , in
O::Incr'ete Fonnire: Division. Irochures are available at plac:enent office .
U.S. CITIZEliSHIP OR PERMANENT VISA REWIRED BY CClfof'ANY.
t,ocation: princi pal citi es naUorwide
Interviewer: Dave treece
Prior ity signup: February 23 . 1983
Interview date : t:brch 10, 1983
Regular s 1gnup : Febr uary 2~, 1983

BEEOI AIRCRAF'T OORPORATION,

~ch1 ta,

except
the
initiation
ceremonies for new members of honor societies.

Tu e sday. Febru a ry 22, 1983
3: 30 p.m.
\.Iho

Hr. hcrtretnd bnrre. NUc)eOJr Attache of llat: rren c h

9:30 8 . m.

Emba ss y
"1t.adtonCI1v(' \.Is !J tes -

Who

TopiC
\.I 1If: I""t::

G-~

S ~nfo.o r:

The Fren c h n1 SpOS ii]"

Huma nitic s-S ocibl Sci e nct! s building
Metallurgical, CeramiC, Gt· (.I ]or,ical, Mining and
Nu c } t! sr En &inc e ring tJcpaTt Wl!nts

7 : 30 p.m.
I/ho

Topic
Where

Sponsor:

Mr. Bertrand Barre, Nuclear Attache of the Fr~nch
Embassy
Topic : ' "Th e French Bre e der Reactor Program"
\lhere
Har k Twain Room of the University Center
Sponsor: Metallurgical, CeramiC, Geologi c al, Hining and
Nuclear Engineering Departments

Dr. Stanl~y Lombardo, ASSOCiate Profe ssor of Cla s sics.
University of Kan s as
"The FabriC of the He a v ens"
Mis souri Room of the Univ e rsity Ce nter
Art Faculty and Mi s souri Committe e for Humaniti es

see Honors Week page 11

KS

JlUi interview HAY , lJLi' grads wi th BS/ HS/ Ael"03pace . I'2chanica1 Engineering

f or

structures , aerod yranics , t es t , s ystem design, airf'rame 'd es1gn and avi onics .
PLEASE fll.L OOT CXlffIANY APPLI CATION PRIOR 1'0 I N1ERVIEW. U. S . CITIZENSHIP OR
PERM\NENl' VISA REQUI RED BY o::>I'fIANY.
Locat i on: Wichi ta
Inter viewer : Jerane L. Wil Uans
Prior ity signup: Febr uary 24 , 1983
Interview date : M:irch II, 1983
Regular signup : Februar y 25, 1983

:fi~~~:~~~CX::~lf2fomy: §JLY

1983 grads with BS / t02tallurgical
Er6ineering for process metallur gy, sane production response . Fbssible shin
work; BS/ ~chanical ' Ehgineer ing for Foumry Engineer, Q.C., HUntenance .
U.S. CITIZENSHIP RroJIREO BY CX»-f'ANY .
Location : Skolde, n.
lnter viewers:Alan lbltz & B:lb ~lhardt
Priority signup: February 24, 1983
Intervi ew date: I1iN::h 11, 1983
Regular signup : February 25, 1983

1IC1re: 4 SIGMJPS wnJ.. BE AVAILABl...E FOR AM INTERVIEWS;
FOR AFTERNOON I NTERVIEWS .

Nothing Else
Feels Like·NavyFlying.

3 SIGNUPS WIU.. BE AVAILABLE

MlRAniON OIL , F'1n::1lay , OH
Will interview on M:lrch 11, 1983.

No inf ormation available at this time .
Priority signup: February 24, 1983
Regular signup: February 25, 1983
Schedul e infonnation for General Electric (received too late for Miner last week)

rrtRfr;t!;t:.RI~y:anJJrt;~~oWi~~ BS/E1eclri~,
f'or field Ehgineering Program .

Location :

Midwest;

Nuclear,

~chanical

Intcrvi~er:

Enginecring
B. Shockley

Vill interview Hay , ..lily grads with aSIJ-G/Electrical E:nglneenng , t}lgineering
ttlrag£roent . ~chanical, tuclear Engineering for Technical Marketing Program .
Location : Nationwide; Interviewer: Ms. H. Kaise r
WUlinterview M:ly , ..lily grads with BS/KS /Aerospace Ehgineering , Canputer Scicnce,
Electrical Engineering , Erlgineering !-'anagement, fr!gineering li::chanics, ~chanical ,
~ta1lurgical , ~clear Engineering for Manufacturing Mmagement Program .
location : Nationwide ; Interviewer: I-t' . R. Higham
WLllinterview l'tly, ..lily grads with BS/K>/Aerospace Engineering, Canputer Sc:ience,
Electrical Erigineering. Engineering ~chanics, i'2c:hanical, ~ta11urgical, tuclear
~neering f or engineering for placement in developnent or design engineering.
Loc:ation: Nationwide ; Interviewers: R. Vachon, F. Scheib, B. 89.sden , L. Heit 11~ a rrl A. Fetzner .
U.S. CITIZENSH.iP OR PERMANENT VISA REQUIRED BY roHPANY .
Interview da tes :

/'arch 2 , 3, 1983

Priority signup : March 15, 1983
Regular .signup : t-Brch 16 , 1983

Summer
SICiNJPS FOR mE FlJI...IJJWING (X)toPANIES WILL BE HEl.D ON 'lUESDAY, f'rnRllARY 22, 1983,
III mE UNIVERSITY CENTER WES1. AM SlGt«JPS Iffi..L BE HELD FROM 8 :30-11: 30;
Pf1 SIGlIlPS WIl..L BE HaD fOOH 1:00- 3 :30 ONLY.

ASSOCIATED El.ECl1UC txX:IP., INC., Springfield, !1J
Will interview Ad vancing Fre.s.l"lIlen, kivanclng SOPhcmores, kivanc:ing J.miors in
Electrical. Ehgineering for surmer engineer1ne; intern wor k as one of the following:
Syst.ea Planning Ehg1oeer , Ehgineering Applications PrograImer, or Real-time Sys tdlls
l'rograImer (developing i nteractive graphic software).
Location: Springfield, M)
.
Interviewel'3 : D:lug Ar lis am Dean Q-ahaa
Interview date: t1lrch 7, 1983
!lITE:

12 interview openings for !DarniIl!> sigrJJPSj 12 interview open1ngs for
anerooon signJps

~~~n~=R~r:~~~s=ciil~ErIg1.ne~ring

i nterested 1n SlJDDer

program . U.S . CITIZENSHIP REXXJlRED.
location: Lee ' s Sl.mnit, ~
InterviNers : Erian Jack30n. Rama11 Turner
Int:.erview date : IoBrch 10 , 1983
torE:

12 interview ope.ni.ng:s for morning signups; 6 interview
afternoon s ignup,s

openi~

e~neer1Il!>

for

.:ifEngineering.
1n~~~~~"rhs:~~eM~ng Sophcmoru in ~ta11W'gic:al , ~RWJIRED.
cal
U.S. ClTIZEXSHIP
location: Skokie, n..
Interviewers: Alan Holtz, Ebb fugelhardt
Interview date: M:lrc:h 11, 1983

1lnE:

11 interview open1ngs f or morn11"6 sigrIJps; 3 interview openings for
afterroon s ignups. ! NTERVIDIS WD..L BE 20 HIliJTES EAOL

The thunderous roar
making aut hority and
of jet eng ines rolls
management respon·
sibility you have as an
across the ca rrier's
flight deck.
officer in t he Navy.
Throttles are a t
On the ground , as
full power, a nd you 're
a Navy officer, you
waiting for the signal
work with and supervise
to launch .
today's most highly
skilled aviation professionals. In the air,
Now. The catapult fires. G forces
press you back into your seat. Suddenly,
as part of the naval aviation tearn, you
you 're flying low and fast over the open
have about the most exciting job anyone
sea. Zero to 150 in 2.5 seconds.
can have.
Nothing else feels like Navy flying.
It's a uniquely rewarding job with
Nothing. And when you become a pilot or
pay to match. You start at $18,300 a year
flight officer you're at the very heart of it.
-more than the average corporation
Once you've earned your wings,
pays you just out of college. After four
the Navy puts you in full control of a multiyears, with regular Navy promotions
million-dollar supersophisticated
and pay increases, your annual salary
combination of jet aircraft and electronic
climbs to $31,100 . That's over and above
wizardry.
a full package of benefits and privileges.
And Navy training makes sure
Find out how much more a job in
you 're up to the challenge. Rigorous flight
naval aviation has to offer. Fill in the
training gives you the
coupon. No other job
navigation , aerodynam- I NAVY OPPORTU NITY
W 20~
I gives you the kind of
ics and other techniINFORM ATIO NCENTER
leadership experience
1ft
·b·l·t
P.o. Box 5000. Clifton. NJ 07 015
d
ca I k now-h OW you nee.
0 Please send me more information about
or as responsl 1 1 Y
.
Leadership and
becoming a member of the Naval Aviation I you get as part of the
Team.
10AI
naval aviation team.
Professional schooling
Nam e
I And
prepare you for the
,,~,
""'"~ Pdn "
Lu'
nothing else feels
immediate decisionAddress
Apt. # - - ,I likeNavy flying.
City _ __ _ _. _ _ _ __ _ __ _ _

r - - - - - - - - - -,

I
I
I
I
I

S t ate' _ _ __ _ _ _ _ Zipp-_ _ __
.tCollege/ U n ivers ity· _ _ _ __

_

_

_ __

Age _ _ _ +Yeur in College _ _ _ +G P~
&Majo r/ M ino r _ _ _ __

_

-:-_

_

_

_

P ho ne Numbe r
IAreoCod('1
Bt>St T ime to Call
T his is for "''''nt'rul rt.-cruil n:.cnt in/u.mfllio:l. You d o not huvl'
to furnish uny of the in formation rcqu ...stro. O f coursl'. t h ..
mOrl' ...... kno". lhl' morl' WI' elln help to determine the kinds

L .::,:o:::os::s ~'h~o=nl::", ___ J

Navy Officers
Get Responsibility Fast. ._
,"'"

-

"to'

:'

• ... ~i~,4

---4~

COllllllents
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Reply to student outrage
This Is a reply to an artlclc
by Dave Palmer lliat ran In
the Miner on Thursday, Feb.
10,1983.
To say lliat UMR has
"llie ridiculous
reached
conclusion lliat engineers
have no need to understand
llie
basic
Interpersonal
skills" Is pure balderdaSh.
The
people
who
are
responsible for managing
lliis university are well
aware of llie engIneer's need
to
communicate
his
achievements
to
fellow
eng Ineers an d , even more
challengIng,
to
non·
engineers.
I cIon'tllke to llilnk of UMR
as understaffed. but prefer
to consider llie campus
overpopulated. There Is no
Justification, economically,
to expand facilities enough
to accommodate more llian
7.000 students. The reason Is

obvious If population studies
are
considered.
There
simply won't be as many
students graduating from
high schools In llie next few
years compared to what
we've secn In llie past. The
campus would be vasUy
underutJltzed In the near
future If It suddenly InOated
itself to handle 7,000 students
comfortably.
Mr. Palmer says, "There
Is an obviOUS Inability to
focus on any Issue as long as
llie power structure refuses
to
acknowledge
our
presence. ... " He continues
In llils run on fashion to
describe a quote from Dr.
Marchello to llie Rolla Dally
News lliat bears repeating
here : "There comes a time
when you have to delegate to
llie people who are closest to
llie situation." According to
Mr. Palmer, lliis means lliat
the chancellor should consult
with llie students and faculty

before
making
any
decisions. This place would
be a circus at best If llils was
the case. We don't know a
dumn llilng about running a
university. Even If we did,
our emotional involvement
would certainly warp all of
our decisions.
"Men of power" and
"power
structure"
are
terms used by Mr. Palmer to
describe lliose who make llie
major changes In our
university here at Rolla.
Contrary to what Mr.
Palmer may llilnk, llils
system Is not a democracy.
These men are not an·
swerable to llie students and
faculty. Their concern Is llie
long·term effect lliat llielr
decisions make upon llie
UMRcampus.
The engineering depart·
ments meet the minimum
requirements for humanities
and social sciences. Tell us
Mr. Palmer. which areas

Concern abounds,

"fall several hours short of fact, if you ask Joseph D.
this
requirement."
And Wollard about llie actual
please tell us how many number of students, he
English majors are Inept at shu fOes his feet just a IitUe
math and physics skills. The and apologizes for not
computer wtll become llie having lliose figures right at
largest
communication hand. The point Is, some
device and how many liberal people are under some
arts students are required to discomfort by llie situation
and llie problems it causes.
take FORTRAN?
As to llie cutback In
This is an engineering
English composition classes,
school. If cutbacks are to be
I can only guess llie reason.
made,
llie
engineering
There are more and more classes will certainly be llie
students who take llielr basic least affected. Mr. Palmer
freshman courses at a states lliat "75 percent of the
community college near philosophy sections, closed.
home and then transfer into The same holds true for 65
UMR at llie sophomore percent of llie English
level. This activity takes sections, 47 percent malli,
some of llie burden off llie and on and on lliroughout llie
freshman level class.
various arts and sciences
To say lliat "UMR is proud departments. Hardly can the
of boasting continual record same be said In the other
enrollment" shows lliat you departments." Hold on,
are suffering from Illusions. right lliere I Anyone in
I have not seen any banners . engineering who is reading
or signs proclaiming the llils will attest to llie hlgh
latest enrollment figures. In number of closed classes In
every department. Let's not

Budget cutsjeopardize quality
To the Editor:
I am writing llils letter to
express my (leep concern
over lli recent budget cuts
and
subsequent
layoffs
within llie UMR faculty. I
believe lliat lliese layoffs
will
be
extraordinarily
d trlmental to llie quality of
education
that students
recci ve on llils campus.
Beginning I vel humanities
courses are already over·
cl'Owdcd. and llie proposed
cuts. to be effective next fall ,
will make It difficult, If not
Impossible. for freshmen
and sophomores to get into
those courses which are
requirements.
In the humanities and
social sciences. English.
philosophy and economics
are
all
10 Ing faculty
m mbel·S. The English

department will lose several
part· tlme Instructors, which
will
eliminate
approximately 10 sections of
compoSition. This semester
there are 28 sections of
c.'omposltlon,
which
are
nearly all full; however. In
the fall semester, when the
demand fot these courses Is
considerably higher, lliere
are only 18 sections lliat will
remain uncut. The English
department could provide
more composition classes,
but It will have to be done at
the expense of ollier courses.
like Eng 60 (ExpoSition) and
Eng 160 (Technical Writing).
These courses. however. are
also full, and many of them
have had substantial waiting
lists. When the burden of
providing enough courses to
meet the needs of llie

2

a
9

TAVE RN

students Is plaeed on an even
smaller English faculty than
already exists. It Is difficult
to Imagine how, and by
whom, lliese courses will be
taught.
The economics depart·
ment Is slotted to lose one
full·time faculty member,
which will amount to a loss
of five sections of basic
economiCS. These courses
have some. but few openings
lliis semester. yet in the fall
there will be t4 to 15 sections
available instead of 20.
The philosophy depart·
ment has been llie hardest
hit of all. and ironically, they
al'e llie least able to afford It.
They will lose three of the six
faculty members they now
have.
Most
philosophy
courses
are
full
this
semester. and many have

extensive waiting lists. Willi
llie reduction in staff, 12 of
llie 21 sections of philosophy
will be cut. Only nine sec·
tions of philosophy will be
avallable to llie students,
and lliese could not possibly
be adequate for llie number
of students lliat have filled 21
sections, not to mention
lliose students on waiting
lists, or Ul0se lliat have been
turned away entirely.
If these cuts go through as
planned. llie only alternative
to turning away students will
be to increase class size.
This, however, is not really a
viable
solution
In
humanities,
where
discussion is such an In·

see Budget cuts
pageS
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cry too hard or too loud. We
all have a burden to bear.
I
pelieve
lliat
Mr.
Palmer's continual c0mplaints are brought about
emotionally. He claims, "It
is hard to get Informatloa
due to llie confusion tactic.
lliat are in use. ... " Here
again, Mr. Palmer shows ilia
paranoid attitude regardlltg
llie complexity of tile
university
system.
HIlI
questions of how the money
is spent can be easily IIIswered. The budget Is pubIIe
Information and a copy 1&
available upon request.
Mr. Palmer, I may have
misinterpreted some of your
ideas due to your verllo8e
style,
perpetuated willi
disproportionately
IIIJ1e
words, strung together In •
never-endlng sentence style
lliat leaves the reader
wondering what you reaDy
intended to say to begin with.
If so, I apologize.
Kevin Farrell
54E
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o jobs for July '82 grads

lb. 17, 1983

p
)ear Editor,
Qge6 It is rare that I write to

.............. )IIblications as I am often
lOt tree with my criticism or
Iraise. However, recent
!Vents and articles you have
JUbl\Shed have prompted me
D bring up a few things that
: feel are either overlooked
too lOUd. \\I Ir not emphasized enough.
!Iltllbear ' First of all, your coverage
that 'Ml)f the employment situation
tinuaJ ~ for UMR students is to be
:uugbt ~ applauded.
Yo~
have
e claims, ,,! ;tressed that tunes are
inlonnati~ 100gb, that many employ~rs
fusioo tactio are just not able to hire
ie.... " ~ anyone anymore. I am not
Dersbows ;ure of all the reasoning
de
hi behind the decision to hire or
ty ~ oot to hire, but a good part of
1Stem III it seems to be that "if we
IW !be'mnn.. walt long enough, things will
Ie easil"'""'\ get better." Job offers are
dgetis~~ oot being .m~de under this
ld a cop i line of thinking and many
Y people are suffering.
~ ha I graduated from UMR in
some Y ' July of last year. I inof yoa tervlewed what · firms I
~v~ could, and sent letters and

resumes to those that I
couldn't. Then I waited. I
still don't have a job, and as
of now I don't even have any
prospects. Perhaps my B.S.
in engineering management
wasn't
popular
with
recruiters. I'd hate to think
that it was my GPA which I
consider average, if not
respectable. I'd hate to think
that it was just some trick of
fate that made me graduate
at a time when things were
bad. But what I hate the
worst is the fact that I'm
running out of rope.
I am not a graduate
student because I can't afford it. I'm not enrolled at
UMR in anything for the
same reason. I can't go
home because in my small
hometown, I have no opportunities for employment
of any kind (the unemployment rate is above 16
percent). I can't travel to the
larger cities seeking employment because again I
can't afford to. My only

recourse is to stay in Rolla
and try to get interviews
through the UMR Placement
Office. This, too, has its
problems.
Most of the interview
schedules are limi ted to
May, July and December
1983 graduates. With this
limitation, I can only sign
the back-up lists and hope
that they read my resume. I
have not found a company
yet that will interview July
'82 grads. Of those companies with open schedules,
few are hiring my major.
Finally, as if to cap it off, I
am running out of money.
Unable to stay in Rolla, I
must return home to live
with (and off of) my parents.
So far, I am unable to obtain
local work because, as one
man put it, I may not be here
long enough.
I may sound bitter, but be
understanding. I am a
capable, hard working and
educated person who isn't
being given a chance. And I

am not alone. There are
several of us " Old School
Spirits" who just seem to be
hanging around and haun·
ting UMR. Some of us are
fortunate enough to be in
school. Some have local jobs.
None of us want to be here.
We want to be working.
Thank you for your time.
Charles D. Malin
504 N. Olive St.

Liquor laws

~ .F
in the Feb. 3, 1983, issue
evm an"\ of the Missouri Miner, the

548 article

"Liquor

control,

----I Council cracks down" by

I

Iers

tee

Dave Donovan and the
feature "The adventures of
captain Deadbeat" by Mike
stroder left me wondering
about the quality of reporters and about the average
UMRstudent.
The tone and approach
taken by Mr. Donovan and
Mr. Stroder in respect to this
"recent crackdown" of the
liquor laws suggests that
they (and indirectly, the
Missouri Miner) are in
support of violating these
liquor laws. ThIs viewpoint,
expressed by the authors
and the Missouri Miner,
may be the same viewpoint
shared by most of the UMR
students for whom the
Missouri
Miner
is
published. 1bis, however,
does not give the authors or
the Missouri Miner the
authority to support the
violation of the liquor laws.
'lbe responsible reporting of

facts about the " crackdowns" is fitting for a
newspaper. The article
"Chief explains liquor laws"
by Jermifer Barton in the
Feb. 10, 1983, issue of the
Missouri Miner is an
example of responsible
reporting.
Biased
or
opinionated
reporting,
however, is not appropriate
outside of the editorial page.
Why should the UMR
student be concerned about
"The local taverns (who)
are
under
increased
pressure from the Liquor
Council to obey the liquor
law?" (1 )
First,
these
taverns are breaking Rolla
city codes and Missouri
State Statutes by serving
minors (those under the age
of 21). The average UMR
student has the idea that it is
" OK" to break the law if you
do not get caught (I.e.
speeding, taking drugs, or
driving while intoxicated).
Would this idea about the
law be different if the law
violated involved killing

another person? A law is a
law and a violation of a law
is a violation of a law.
Second,
the
under-age
person who purchases, attempts to pUrchase, or has in
his-her possession any intoxicating
or
nonintoxicating liquor is guilty
of a misdemeanor. ThIs is
not like committing a venial
sin. ThIs is a violation of a
law - it is as simple as that.
ThIrd, the viewpoint about
the liquor inspector, " .. .He's
back in his insidious plot to
keep the underage crowd out
of the bars. A crime most
foul. "(2) is unfair. He is
only doing the job that the
city-state pays him to do. If
the tavern owners or the
students will not comply
with the laws, someone must
enforce them.
The UMR student may feel
that the laws are outdated,
that he-she can be respon-

see Liquor laws
page 8
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Five year plan adds

Courses for the "real world"
By PAULBBAUN

andDUXGBOWER
Have yau ever wuJdered
about bow well UMR bas
prepared you to work in the
"rea!

wmId'"

upon

graduation'! 0Jances are
that you ba¥e and ......inded
that UMR prurides one of
the best tecbaicaI edDcatioos

available..

UufortuDately,

while you may ba¥e a good
technical ~ there
is more to wading in an
engineering
mviromDeDt
than somog a simple

engineeringpnillem.
Many 01. tbe young
engineers wading today will
readily admit tbat tbeY are
lacking in two important

areas: aJIIIIIIDlicati and
the
IDIIerstaDding
of
manageJDlU. Wbi1e these

areas are not technical in
nature, it is obvious that they
are very important for an
individual who wants to
succeed
professionally.
Hence, the question is what
can be done to help eliminate
this
pl'I.-mlem
among
engineers who will graduate
fromUMR.
A possible solution to this
problem is to change the
engineering program at
UMR to a five-year plan by
adding more courses to the
curriculum. (Actually this
would mean the average
student would take only one
more semester to graduate,
as currently it takes 4'h
years to get a B.S. from
UMR.) The courses which
would be added to the
curriculum would amount to

~
An
Introductory management.
An
IIIability
to
write good
technical reports is a major Management Class - Some dergraduate class simUar b: .........,
to
Eng~
.
criterion for success. Even if departments do not allow nature
management classes to be Management
one has a brilliant idea, if he
31t
..
cannot express it in a written taken as technical electives. "Management
those Engineers" is needed
format (or verbal for that Unfortunately,
responsible for this decision introduction to managemea
matter) such that others can
understand
him,
his do not realize that a basic for all students.
BYC
understanding
of
Hence,
this
pI"OpOsa
usefulness will be limited.
management operation in an represents
a
IlOSSlbI!
A SpecIalized Computer
and solution to make the avl!l'8ll
Course - Engineers must engineering
face the fact that computers manufacturing environment engineering student IlIOn neg! ba
are here to stay and are will increase the overall prepared to work in the rea eVt!fI~
rapidly becoming a major competence of an engineer. world. While it may not III unkJlOWl1
tool used by many engineers. Furthermore, the only real the ultimate way to sol\'! ioerl
While most engineering way to advance in most this problem, it is at least I ~
students learn how to companies is to go into step in the right directiOll. ,toWard
..nravel
program
in
Computer r------~~~~------------,
no
Science 73, they are not
.
~
exposed to the uses of a
bUt begIlJ
computer in their particular
realpe
area of specialization. Such
your
a course is desperately
needed!

four more courses to help
prepare engineers in the
aforementioned areas.
What are these four
courses which should be
added to the curriculum?
The following is a brief
discussion of each :
Speech
85
Most
engineers realize the need to
be able to express one's
ideas and opinions verbally.
Unfortunately,
most
engineering students dread
any type of public speaking
and will not take this class
although they know they
really need it. Hence, for
their own good, the course
must be required for
graduation.
English

160

as_

EX;

;

(Technlcal

Large carryout for
the price of a medium

Writing) Again most
engineers realize that the

Budget cuts
tegral part 01. the Ieaming
experience.. In socii a case,
the faculty 1IIJOIIld have to
decrease tbe number' of
papers assigned « me ooly
tests to detennine wbetber
or not tbe student has
learned. This solution may
appeal to tbe students in
some ways, but remember
that we may be left seriously
lacking in those skills which
are ~ if not
essential, to job placement
and prorootioo.
The proposed faculty cuts
will affect the engineering,

computer science,
and
science studeoIs more than
anyone else. It aiready takes
many studeuts in these fieids
five years « more to complete their rigorous courses
of study, and the matter will
only become further complicated by the lack of course
availability.
As a UMR student, paying
for my education, I feel I

have a right to a voice in the
decision as to how the budget
cuts are distributed. We
have
many
luxuries
available to us here at UMR;

span imf
~

Good at participating Pizza Hut @ restaurants fro m February 14,
1983 through February 20, 1983. One coupon per customer per

lectureS

easier an

visit. Not va lid in conjunction with an y other offer or discount.

.....-....

from page6
and I feel ffia1 It IS t>emg
seriously jeopardized by the
impending faculty cuts.

however, good professors
and a quality education are
not luxuries : a complete and
quality education is what I
am paying my tuition for.

Betsy T. Revard

Liquor laws
SIble to make his-her
decision to ' drink or not to
drink. The UMR student
may point out that the state
of Kansas has a legal
drinking age of 18, and Iowa
has a legal drinking age of
19. These and other states
are considering raising the
legal drinking age to 21. The
reason is simple: many
people up to 21 years of age
are not responsible enough
to control themselves in
respect to alcohol use. This
is proven by the number of
accidents and deaths that
are caused each year by

drinkers under the age of 21.
You should be aware of
appropriate laws and city
ordinances. This is so that
you will know what the laws
are (remember, ignorance
of the law is no excuse) and
so that you can make your
own decisions ahout whether
you want to violate these
laws.

from page7

(2) Mike Stroder, "The
adventures
of
Captain
Deadbeat,"
MISSOURI
MINER, Feb. 3, 1983, p. 7.

~
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Performance Center
(Race Car Engineering)

reers for

114 mile pas! Wol·Mort on Hwy. 63 South)

Exercil

"Your One·Stop Performance Shop"

attractivt

... Anything from Engine Overhauls to Gas
Mileage / Performance Tune-Ups
... Speed Equipment, 4 w .d. ports, accessories
Whatever your needs may be ...
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CALL 341·2575
10%
FEBRUARY SPECIAL - Holley Carbs OFF

Dennis Laughlin
Student Number 61505

'ArtI!ur"
Stooges sJ
• at 7,9:10
Ire Ritz
time is

(1)
Dave
Donovan,
" Liquor control, Council
cracks down," MISSOURI
MINER, Feb. 3, 1983, p. 1.
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Good on Tuesday Be Thursday Only
It starts with a crisp corn tortilla . Then we add specially seasoned ground
beef. RIch sour cream. Cnspy lettuce. R eal cheddar cheese. Ripe tomatoes.
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MOLSON
GOLDEN

1201 Bishop
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S.U.B. Indoor Recreation Committee presents:
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Eat right and
By CHRIS DeGONIA
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nourishment. Psychologists You can't ever build up to
To start your exercise
and beauty experts claim anything because your body program find something that
that thin, attractive people has a whole week to regress is fun for you. Some popular
have more and better op- to the point wbere you forms are running, cycling,
portunities than overweight started.
jumping rope, swimming,
people. They do better in
their jobs and with their
social lives. People view
attractive people as being
more capable than unattractive ones.
If you get very little
exercise (12-ilunce curls
don't count) or none at all,
consider some type of
exercise program. It doesn't
have to require a lot of time
or be expensive but it must
be right for you.
Experts recommend that
we exercise vigorously three
times a week for a period of
30 minutes. This is the
minimum
recommended
amount. Of course, the more
you exercise the better the
Rick Bennet!
results.
Don't use the old excuse Running is a good form of exercise.

walking and even climbing
stairs. Aerobic dance classes
are
quickly
gaining
popularity.
The
above
mentioned exercises are also
forms of aerobics. Aerobics
are designed to increase
your circulation by improving your heart and lung
capacity.
You can also take advantage of the campus
facilities that you've already
paid for through your activity fees. The "MultiUseless"
Building Isn't
really useless at all. It has
something
for
almost
everyone - a swimming
pool, weight rooms, handball
and racquetball courts and
an equipment room for
various other sports. Still,
the most popular form of
exercise is walking. It's
easy, free and can even be
socially eventful. Students
walk a lot but walking for

Other suggestions are:
Find someone to exercise
with.
Exercise
doesn't
become as boring. Start out
slowly with your exercise
program and don't exercise
to the point of pain. People
drop out of exercise
programs very fast when
they're
not
enjoying
themselves.
Of course, you should
maintain a balanced diet
along with your exercise
program. It's easy to defeat
the purpose when you eat a
package of Oreos or drink a
six-pack of brew a couple of
times a week. If you feel like
snacking,
snack
on
something nutritional like
fruit
and
vegetables,
granola, or cheese and
crackers.
Being healthy Is a good
step toward success and
happiness. All people should
exercise, thin and hefty

~{..:~~~
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alike.

than that procrastinating
each day. Be careful to avoid
becoming a weekend athlete.

@1. ,ats1J1acts
Sitting at home with
nothing to do? Why not come
011 out to the st. Pat's benefit
movie tonight? The movie
will feature the comedy
"Arthur" and a Three
Stooges short. Shows will be
at 7,9:10 and 11:10 p.m. at
the Ritz Theatre. A good
time Is always had by
everyone at this event and
tickets are only $1.25 at the
door. There is no reason not
to come on down to the Ritz
Theatre, get rowdy and
watch a real good movie.
Any organizations that
would like to have a non-float
entry in the 1983 St. Pat's
Parade should be sure to
have their entry in by
Friday, Feb. 25. Entries can

be turned in at the campus
sales table or to Joe Schuster
at AE Pi.
The st. Pat's Museum Is
still looking for St. Pat's
relics to display. All items
can be returned in time for
the Follies. If you have any
items to donate, contact Pat
Lavin at 364-9901.
If you still haven't bought
all your st. Pat's Green,
you'd better hurry. There
are only limited amounts of
some items available. The
campus sales table is now
featuring a goblet special,
four for $10. There are only
28 days left until the 75th
Annual Best Ever St. Pat's
Celebration. It'll be here
before you know it.

I K b UI-Id I- n 9

ByROSSWARNER
Intercollegiate
Knights
(lK) started in 1922 as a
national honorary service
60
fraternity.
Over
universities
across
the
country have had chapters
at one time, but only about 20
chapters are in existence
today. The UMR chapter
was started in 1964 and is
still providing necessary
services here in Rolla.
IK takes on many interesting projects during the
year. Probably the most
popular to incoming freshmen and others is the New
Student
Register.
Information is sent out to these
freshmen during the summer, and they can choose
whether or not to participate. For a small fee,
those who want to be a part
can have personal in-'
formation along with a
piCture published in the

l1y

G&D STEAK HOUSE

aatO€S.

riginal

~nnial Hall

7 Oz. Top Sirloin Special ...... $3.58
8 Oz. Chuck ........ $2.79 Chicken Fried Steak. $2.30
6 Oz. Ribeye .... . .... 3.07 Catfish Squares ...... 3.03
7 Oz. Ham Steak ..... 3.02 Chicken ............ . 3.35
8 Oz. Filet ...... , .... 3.65 Shrimp ............. 3.95
10 Oz. Top Sirloin .. __ 5.00 Spaghetti .. _.. .. _... 2.60
12 Oz_ K.C. Strip ..... 5.96 Ravioli.. __ .. . . .... .. 2.60
12 Oz. T-Bone ..... . .. 6.92 Hamburger & Fries . .. 1.9 2
'Includes Potato or French
Fish & French Fri es . . . 1.9 2
Fnes and Texas Toast
. h
.
FREE ICE CREAM WI TH EV ER Y M EAL
Ham Sa ndwlc & Fries 1.92

G&D STEAK HOUSE

~

....
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Exercise to a better you!

ExerciSing, that milch
neglected and frowned upon
event, has many advantages
unknown to the common,
inert
body.
Exercise
changes
your
attitude
toward many things and
improves your self-image .
You no longer think of
. yourself as a slovenly mass,
but begin to see yourself as a
real person.
Your
alertness
is
enhanced and your attention
span improved by exercise.
Studying and listening to
lectures
become
much
easier and the temptation to
fall asleep lessens. Your
senses are sharpened and
therefore other activities
become more enjoyable.
Students need an outlet for
stress and exercise provides
just such a release. It's
better in the long run than
going to the bar for a few
beers for relief.
Exercising increases your
attractiveness, also. Your
skin takes on a healthier,
better look. Better blood
circu1ation brings your skin

ound

Thursdo~ Feb. 17, 1983
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O pen 7 d ays a week
11 a .m .-9 p .m .
Faru m Plaza Shopping Center

·m

register. Many freshmen to run the concession stand
have found the register to be at the football games, but
a great way to meet people that has changed over the
last few years.
and get themselves known.
. This spring, IK will be
Colvin felt that lately the
traveling to Boys Town in St. UMR chapter of IK has not
James for their biggest been as active as it once was.
service project of the He said that this chapter has
semester. The facilities are lost most of its national ties
in need of quite a bit of work, and feels alienated, since
so the fraternity is planning most of the chaters are in the
to help out wherever it is western part of the country.
needed. This helps out the Colvin's main goals for the
people at Boys Town, since it semester are to strengthen
is hard to get things done on the ties with other chapters
their own. Also this spring, and to get people involved.
IK will be teaching CPR H«;! said that he realizes that
classes through the UMR people are usually too busy
Police Department. The to get involved, but he said
group hopes to get as many that if many would get inas possible involved in these volved, the service projects
classes.
would not take that much
The concession stand at time. Colvin stated, " this is
the SMIRT rugby tour- going to be a pretty
nament in the spring will be productive semester," since
handled by IK. Darryl he is checking into many
Colvin, the organization'S worthwhile projects.
president, said that IK used
Most of the IK members
are fairly young, but very

enthusiastic. Colvin himself
is only a sophomore, but he
Is certainly energetic enough
to carry out all of his plans.
He stated, "Even though we
are pretty young right now,
we're going to get back to
where we were a few years
ago.
Anyone may become a
member of IK who has a
grade point of 2.5 or above.
Ten hours of service must be
provided
through
the
fraternity , and then a
national pledge test must be
passed before becoming a
member. At the present
time, there are about 20
members, but more are
expected as the group gains
strength. However, IK wants
hard-working, quality people
for members. The purpose is
not to join, and then do
nothing.
According
to
Colvin, " IK is open to anyone
who wants to join and be
active. "
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: 66Chariots of Fire"
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Sunday, February 20th, 1983
at4:00 and 6:30 p.m.
Centennial Hall
FREE ADMISSION
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~;;:nggOa~CanheIPin Finding'SSyo·UT po ten tiiil
By CRAIG A. HENDRICKS
How many times have you
gotten a test back and said to
yourself, " Why do I make
such dumb mistakes? "
There are many answers to
that question and how to
make better grades. Many of
the principles used in finding
academic potential can be
used in all areas of life.
First is deciding what you
want.
Set
a
goal.
Engineering Management
211 teaches that goals must
pass the following tests:
" Are they specific? Are they
reaJistic?
Can
their
achievement be verified? Do

they specify exactly when
they will be achieved? Do
they include specific intermediate targets or goals
that are necessary to
achieve the objective and
whose achievement can also
be verified?"
Once goals are set, in
order to achieve them it
usually takes learning new
techniques, one of which is
learning to manage your
time and be efficient. Those
who really excel in anything
have learned to be efficient
and get more done in less
time.
Most of us received time

management and study
techniques
talks
and
materials when we were
freshmen. Most of us
probably glanced at them
and threw them away. I
recently picked up another
copy of these and looked at
them in a new light. These
can be obtained at the
counseling center. Chances
are, if you are not making
the grades you want, you
need to improve your study
habits. Even if you are a
junior or senior it can help, if
you're not too bullheaded to
try.
Two ideas which have

really improved my study performance. Sometimes a
efficiency are : First, one student may neglect his
hour of study immcdi"tely physical body and overwork
after class is better than two his brain while studying.
hours of study a few days _ This causes nothing but
later. Second, after studying burnout. Research has found
for two hours, you begin to that physical exercise intire, and your concentration creases the body's tolerance
deteriorates rapidly. So take to stress (induced during
lo-minute breaks every tests ) and also aids in inhour.
creasing blood flow to the
The principle involved brain. Try taking 10 minutes
with that second point is out per hour while studying
balance.
Author
Paul to exercise. Do some
Twitchell says that the stretching, sit-ups, push-ups,
mental, the physical, the etc. If done in moderation
spiritual and the emotional this will increase your
parts of an individual must ability to concentrate.
It has been found that good
be balanced for optimal
nutrition can also increase
concentration, memory and
alertness. Some claim Bcomplex, vitamin E and
The orchestra has played manganese to be helpful in
throughout Europe, the aiding these qualities.
Attitudes can also play an
U.S.S.R. and Japan and
important part in the sucmade its eagerly awaited cess
of anything. If you find
1979. yourself saying, "I can't do
U.S.
debut
in
Everywhere it plays it
this! " then this could be part
receives the highest critical
and
audience
acclaim.
"Celebrated
for
their
glorious
sound"
Washington Post - is just
one of many such acclaims.
The program is Sinfonla
by Zimmerman, Concerto in
A major for Harp and Orchestra by von Duttersdorf
and Symphony No. 7 in A
major,
Opus
92
by
Beethoven.

Dresden State Orchestra
By JANET JANSEN
On Wednesday evening,
March 2, the UMR music
department, the Student
Union Board, Missouri Arts
Council, the Mid-America
Arts Alliance and the
National Endowment for the
Arts are privileged to
present the Dresden State
Orchestra in concert.
The concert will be in the
Gale Bullman Multi-Purpose
Building and will begin at 8
p.m. Tickets will be
available free of charge in
Room 216 University Center-

West. A UMR ID is required.
Students who have already
purchased tickets can get
refunds in the music office of
Harris Hall.
The oldest and one of the
most
distinguished
orchestras in the world, the
Dresden State Orchestra
was founded in 1548. Known
as the home of worldrenowned composers and
musicians, it gave the
premiere performances of
many of the major works of
Richard
Strauss
and
Richard Wagner including
"Tannhauser,"
" Flying
Dutchman."
"Salome,"

Groundwaves

ByGRIMICE
Music, music and more
music, that's what KMNR is
all about. Twenty-four hours
a day we strive to keep you
tuned in to the latest of
what's happening in the
music world and to the
music and trends that have
brought us to where we are
now. The merging of new
and old ; where else but 89.7
FM!
Tonight on the New Wave
Show Kaptain Krotch will
feature sides one and two of
the Uptown Rulers' album
" 12 inches; 12." ( If you were
out and about twc weeks ago,
you might recall that they
played at The Beat.) Also on
the Kaptain's show will be an
interview with a rising new
band from Kansas City that
has been making a name for
itself lately. It has backed up
such bands as Pat Benatar
and Shooting Star with its
refreshing rock 'n' roll. It is
the Secrets and will be appearing for one show only
tonight at The Beat.
For the artist feature of
Monday the 21st, Pat Pollock
presents three bours of Little
Feat. Be sure to tune in for
that!
Is jazz the place it's at for
you? Well, we've got the
scratch for your Itch.
Thursday night from 9midnight and Sunday from &9 p.m. is where it's at.
Got a favorite you haven't
heard for a while? Call Dave
and his midweek Crisis, &-9
p.m. on Wednesday, or the

Gestus Requestus show on
Friday nights from 9midnight. And don't forget

" Elektra"
and
"Der
Rosenkavalier."
Mozart,
Beethoven,
Liszt,
Schumann,
Weber,
Paganini, Berlioz, Brahms
and Stravinsky are among
the other famed composers
who have been closely
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of your problem. By learning
to smile and just laugh at
your problems, you can
change your attitude.
Dreams have even been
used to help learn. It has
been reported that studying
right before sleep can cause
the subconscious to work
through the night on a
problem. Some even claim
that sleeping with a boot
under the pillow brings
knowledge.
A friend of mine attended
the Blue Key leadership
training and summarized
the "meat" of it with about
nine statements. Set goals.
Plan daily. Make best use of
time. Don't procastinate. Do
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not perfection. Don't be a
workaholic (balance). Take
breaks. Avoid clutter.
By using the ideas lald
forth here, you. can ~XceI In
school, work,. mtel"VIewlng,
sports, anything.
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associated with the orchestra. It has been led by
the world's finest conductors
including von Karajan,
Boehm, Kempe, Reiner,
Abbado,
Ozawa,
Temerkanov,
Rozhdestuensky and von Schuch,
who conducted all the
Strauss world premieres.
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what KMNR is all about - r~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Music, music and more
music.

Pan Pizza's
"In" At Pizza Inn!

SUPER
STEAK
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If you're looking for a panful of the best deep dish pizza you'll ever
taste. try our new Pan Pizza! We could go on forever describing its
great flavor, but we've picked some choice words that say it all .••

., "
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b r:

CHEESIER MEATIER DEEPER
SAVORIER CRUSTIER BUBBUER TASTIER
THICKER
SAUCIER

Sirloin Steak

:
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Baked Potato

Toasted Garl ic Bread
Onion Rings
"O!ariots

$4.95

.

•
•
•

~

restaurant

llirniltee 1
4~ 6:1

~

Fri . & Sot.- l l o .m .-l a .m.

--------------------~
= $2or$IOff I

1-44 & Bus. Rt. 44
Rolla 364-9847

NOWARD

Pine St.
Rolla
364-4544

Sun.-Thurs. - ll a.m .-midnight

Trya Dinner Salad $.60 Extra

J ONnSOn~

fin by Ib
~indo1

Buy anylPizza and gel the n ext smaller
same sty e pizza with equal number of
toppings for $.99.
Present this coupon with guest check. Not
valid with any other offer.
Expiration : February 28. 1983

•

•
•
•

~

I
I
I
I

Get $2.00 off a large or $l.00 off a
medium or small size pizza. any style and
as many toppings as you want.
Present this co upon with guest check. Not
valid with any other offer.
Expiration : February 28. 1983
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1:00 p.m.

Topic
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12:00 noon
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Topic :
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Dr. James Bogan, As sociate Profes s or of Art.
111 Ivt:rs1ty of Missouri-Rolla
"Ozark Meanderings"
Mark Tva!n Room of t.he University Center
Women At 'Work Ser ies

l:lO p ••.
I/bO

attended

Professor Tom McKinney, Associate Professo T of Musi c. ,
UniVPTsity of Missouri-Columbia
"Musi c and El ec tronic Media"
Centennial Hall West of the University Center
Music Faculty
Wednesdav. February 23. 1983

\lb)

-

Professor Zelby. Professor of Electrical Engineering
and Computer SCience, University of Oklahoma
"Selected Topics on Energy"
Hark Twain Room of the University Cent.er
Computer Science and Electrical Engineering Depart.ment!>
plus the Hid-America State Universities Association
(MASUA)

7:00 p.a.
ProfU80r 2.elbYt Professor of Electrical Engineering
and Computer SCience. University of Oklahoma
Technology & Ethics
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ENGINEERING
TAKES ON EXCITING
NEW DIMENSIONS
IN
AIR FORCE.

lfechan1cal Eng inee.r1n& Aud~<or~_
Co.putU' Science and Electrical Engineer1n.g Departmenu
plu. the Mid-ltJIerlc.a State Unlver.itie. ABSOc.j..at.1Dn

e), Take

r.

eas laid

excel In
'Viewing,

):00 p.s.
Who

Sigma Pi Sigma Honor Suriely

10plc
Whue

Initiation of Nl:W Memhers
~ul 1 er Library. J' hysic s Sui 1 dl.ng. kuon. L U&
Physics D~p1lrtlllent

Sponsor:
1:4S p .a.
IIhu

:

Topic

:
Sponsor:
4:00 p •••

Vbere

Who

_re
Topic

SpoDSor:
5:30 p.B.
IIbo

Topic
\/here

:

Sponsor:
6:00 p.s.
IIbo

,

t

Topic
Vb....

:

Sponsor:
6:30 p.m.
Who
Topic

:

When

:
Sponsor:

SIgma Pi Sigma !lonoT Society
Presentation of Ne"" Hember!> of Si g ma Pi Si g ma
and Physics Scholarship R~ciplents
Physics Building, Room 104
Physic...s Department

Dr. Elizabeth Garber; Professor of S c ienc(: History .
SUNY-Stony Brook
.
"~.athematicians versus Physicists - Mechanics in
Early Nineteenth Cent ur y"
Pnysics Building, ltoom 104
History and Physics Departments
Phi Eta Sigma Honor Society
Init iat ion of Ne ...' Members
~echanical Engineering Auditorium
Phi Eta Sigma Honor Society
Phi Kappa Phi Honor Soc iety
Initiation of Ne.... Members
Meremac Room of the "University Center
Phi Kappa Phi Honor Society
Students, Faculty and Guests
Honors Week Banquet
Centennia l Hall, Un iversit y Ce nter
Phi Eta Sigma, Phi Kappa Phi, Cam pu s Hono rs Co rru:d ::t!: e

8:00 p.ID.
Vho

Topic

lIhere

:
Sponsor:

):4S
Who

p._.
:

topic:
Where
Sponsor :

Dr. David Summers. Curators Professo r of Minin g ,
Universitv of Hissouri-Rolla
"tbst of the Chang e \.Je Th ink We See in Lif e is Du e
to Truths Being In and Out of Fa vor." ( kObe rt Fr ost .
"Black Cottage")
Centennial Hall, Un iv ~ rs it y Cent e r
Phi Eta Sisma- , Phi Kappa Ph i . Cam pus Ho nor s Co rnn: i t:~e
Fridav, Februarv 25 , 1983
Professor Anil Baja, Professor Hechanical En gl n eer...:: .. ,
Purdue University, Lafayette
"Flutt.er in Fluid/Solid Interacti on Probl e ms "
202 Engineering Mechanics Buildin &
Mechanical Engineering and Engineerin g Hechanic s
Departments

'Chariots of Fire'
"Chariots of Fire" will be

sbown by the Student Union

m·

••

Board Indoor Recreation
Committee Sunday, Feb. ~,
at 4 and 6:30 p.m. in Cen·
tenniaI Hall. Admission is
free.
"Chariots of Fire" is an

intense, exhilarating, true
story about the 1924 Paris
Olympics which focuses on
two British runners and the
totally
divergent,
psychological and emotional
reasons compelling them to
win.

C(ll nput er-gene ra ted de s ign fo r in,·estigating
structural st re ngth s and wea knesse s.

Developing and managing Air
Force engineering projects could
be the .m ost important, exciting
challenge of your life . The
projects extend to virtually eve ry
engineering frontier.

101

Family Restaurant
Carry Oul Orders
Kenneth & Ruby Thorpe

..,1

704 Pine Rolla, MO
Call 364-6247

..~-------------

~ .z

PROJECT RESPONSIBILITY
COMES EARLY
IN THE AIR FORCE

8 CAREER FIELDS
FOR ENGINEERS

Air Forcl' Illt'chan ical e ngin ee r in s pe cting
<lin:]"<lft je t engine tu rbine.

Chub & Jo's Restaurant
-SST Banquet Hall
Serving from 5:30 a .m. to 15 min. till 8:00
Open 6 Days, Closed Sunday
PLATE LUNCHES-NOON & EVE.
-STEAKS -SEAFOODS
-CHOPS -SHORT ORDERS
"Homemade Pies"

astronautical , civi l,
e lectrica l, mechanical and
nuclear. Hundreds of diverse
specia lties are included in a wide
variety of work settings. For
example, an e lectrical engineer
may work in aircraft de sign ,
space systems , powe r production,
communications or research.
A mechanical e ngineer might be
.
involved in aircraft structure
des ign , space ve hicle launch pad
construction, or research.

Nugg.'s·
honey .
)"rs onol·ly
d sunny :·

JIm ""yer5 nondad Rick
Weov"r a prescription and
laid . ··Toke this medidn.
oher eoch meaL ··
··Bul Doc . ,. conlened Rkk
Wea".r . .., hoven·' eolen in
four doy, ."'
Doc My.n: ··fine . Th.
medicine will lo,t longer :·

<ourious . o'''eo oenTl"
Henry Anlolok . ·' HOw i, il
Ihot I.... 1i"le hole in my
I')oth teel, $0 big to my
lo",vu.1""

Doctor Antolok : ··WeH . you
know how 0 woman·,
longu • • Jlogg.rO' es .

Air Force elec tr in tl e ngineer s tudyi ng ;,--:...--l-"'====::..::""""'-+--;.;;:fCIIT;;;;;;A;;;....
;;;;---1
R"ht . ., ... r
plt'c tri cm power ~up pl y Systl' lll . STONE / SIGN
pI Aquonu \
y" Aquot. u s
~\I Aquo .. u~
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lwe.kt..t:

OPPORTUNITIES
IN THE NEW
USAF SPACE COMMAND

Artist's conce pt of the DSCS III Defense Sate llite
Communica tions System sate lli te. (USA F photo.)

Rec~ntly, the Air Force
formed a new Space Command.
Its role is to pull together space
operations and research and
development efforts, focusing on
the unique technological needs of
space systems. This can be your
opportunity to join the team that
develops supe rior space systems
as the Air Force moves into the
twenty-first century.
To learn more about how you
can be part of the team, see your
Air Force recrui te r or call our
Engineer Hotlire toll fre e
1-800-531-5826 (in Texas call
1-800-292-!i,3..§.(2) ,.Jh§l:e'.~n.9
730 P.M .· ll :JO

P.M~-:-C~tet'l(liol

Hall UMR

SECIETAIV OF THE MONTH
GLENDA HENSON
Secretory 10 Rob.rl Myerl . Siole land Surveyor .
Deporlmenl of Not uro l R"ource, .

SEClfTAlllS· CORNU:
Ne.' m •• tong February 8. 1983 . Structured Me.,lng- PSI.
630 P.M. land Survey Building.

THE MONTH:
:-:: ~/ • ....., r J---.-.
fOR Gt:AO( $OtOOL AND JUNIOR HlGH:
Engine ering opportunit~:~y~q~~:;~: MANUEl TATAVON A••_. _ _ __ _ _ . Wnol do you coli Ihe lo!>t Inree hair!> on a dog·s to.l?
the Air Force include these ::~;:: ::::::
""";;,:-...
- .-_:-..
:-_- .- Nome
eight career areas: a e ronau~~:~~:~::~:~:~~:~·.:~______________.J~l~W:'::~~~::~~pH~:~:..1______~'~"O;".~o~..'~'.~.•~'''~..;•.;;
~'~...~.. . oo.,_~~'_'.._. ____~
aerospace, architectural,
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Are you a Nerd?

This week's quiz
By DR. DARREN
HAVERSTICK

You've heard the term
many times : nerd. What
does it mean and what does
it say about your personality? Over the years, I
have conducted studies In
research to try to answer
these questions. I have
compiled and analyzed a
large quantity of data during
the course of these studies
and I have found a very
distinct behavior pattern for
that creature known as the
nerd.
A nerd is the epitome of"
specialization. He or sbe will
be totally engrossed In one
specific area of life. Usually
the term is applied to those
who devote their entire lives
to studying and other school
related activities. However,
you can be a nerd In just
about anything. Once you
devote all your time to one
particular facet of life you
become a nerd. Look around
you. They are everywhere.
There are computer nerds,
car nerds, fantasy game
nerds ; I even know a
grocery store nerd.
Nerdom is easy to spot
and, if caught early, can be
cured with little or no permanent damange done to the
person. If you find yourself
studying during parties,
playing with calculators, or
subscribing to Scientific
American you could be on
the verge of becoming one of
these pi tifuI souls.
I have developed a seIftest to help you find out how
much nerd potential you
possess. Because this is a
university newspaper, this
test is designed to measure
only your academlc nerdness. The test is listed below.
Answer the multiple-choice
questions with the answer
that most closely matches
your own. Keep track of your
answers. After you are done,
tally your score by matching
your answers with the appropriate
point
value
assigned to each one. Take
your total score and find
what bracket you fall Into.
Please answer truthfully.
1)
Hypothetical case :
Suppose you decide to attend
a university that has a high
men-Io-women ratio. Which
one of the following would be
the most likely reason for
choosing this school?
(a ) You're a guy and
you're homosexual.
(b) You're a girl and
you're not homosexual.
(c ) You like the math an
presents three hours of Little
Feat. Be sure to tune in for
that!
Is jazz the place it's at for
you? Well, we've got the
scratch for your Itch.
Thursday night from 9midnight and Sunday from &9 p.m. is where It's at.
Got a favorite you haven't
heard for a while? Call Dave
and his midweek crisis, &-9
p.m. on Wednesday, or the

science curriculum offered
at this school.
(d) Your parents made
your choice.
2) You're given a pencil
and a blank piece of paper.
What would you be most
likely to do?
(a) Draw a reproduction of
Michelangelo's work In the
Sistine Chapel.
(b) Write a philosophical
doctorate on the problems of
Christianity .
(c) Fold the paper Into a
dodecahedron and rotate It
using the pencil as its axis.
(d) Eat the paper and
throw
the
pencil
at
somebody.
(e) Write why you hate
doing things that pertain to
silly psychographic quizzes
like this one.
3 ) If you had to choose
between the following Items,
which one would you be most
likely to choose?
(a ) A Garfield doll.
(b) A six-pack of beer.
(c ) A Hewlard-Packard
41CV.

(d ) A complete set of Oral
Robert's literary works.
4) Your childhood could
most closely be · said to
revolve around :
.
(a) Sex, drugs and rock 'n'
roll.
(b ) Differential equations
and thermodynamics.
(c ) Saturday morning
cartoons.
5 ) When you're out on a
date do you:
(a ) Go out drinking and
danCing, then make out?
(b) Go out and talk physics
In fortran , then make out?
(c) Just go and make out?
(d) None of the above?
6) When you look at your
wardrobe what are you most
likely to see?
(a) Oxford, top siders and
designer jeans.
(b) Plald shirts or skirts,
slacks with special belt loops
for your calculator and slipon leather shoes.
(c) Levis, concert T-shirts
and
Converse
high-top
basketball shoes.

7) Your favorite food most
closely resembles:
(a) PIzza and beer.
(b) Steak and baked
potato.
(~) Captain Crunch and

1()"15 - You are definitely
not a nerd, nor will you ever
become one. In fact, you
probably had a hard time
training your attention on
this quiz long enougb to take
It. Your days are spent In a
drug-Induced
euphoria,
listening to loud rock music.
1&-27 You are the
average type person. You
party, have a good time and
still study enough to keep
from getting Into grade
trouble. Your nerd potential
is slight. You might get a
sudden urge to be an honor
student but blow it off .

toast.

28-41 You have the
definite
potential
for
becoming a nerd. You are
classified In the BMOC (Big
Man On Campus) section of
the academic society. You
dress shaJply, study hard
and have a strong desire to
wear green or gray jackets.
If you continue your struggle
for social stanDm you will
eventually become a nerd.
Good
grades
aren't
everything. Slip off those
top-siders. Unbutton that
polo. Relax and think of the
last time you knew of a nerd
who was also a BMOC. See
what I mean? Don't lose

what you've got.
42-50 - You are posiUwq,
most definitely a nerd. YIIII'
idea of a good time Is wrItIaa
a term paper. Your GIIIJ
friends are your caIcuIaIar
and maybe another IIII'd.
You'reaboutasexcltlng ••
coq>se and about as JD.
teresting as a d1ct1ooary. I
feel sorry for people iD ba
category. You need beIp
desperately. Please CODtIICt
a psychiatrist before it's Il1o
late.
Dr. Darren Haverstick Is
an authority on nerdom IDd
other
related
medal
disorders.

(d) Qulche andsaiad.
If you had some time to
yourself what would you
most likely spend your time
doing?
(a) LIsten to AC-DC at full
volume and drink a keg of
beer.
(b) Read a book and
quletly contemplate the
cosmos.
(c) Read a calculus book
then correct the mlstakes In
r---------·COUPON - - - - - - - - - ,
it.
9) Your study environment
most closely resembles:
(a) A tomb with the walk
lined with textbooks.
(b) An Ozzy Ozbourne
With coupon
~ '.
~
concert with the lyrics In
(Includes Haircut & Style. Long hair extra.)
",.)
COBOL.
(c ) An acid dream of
Timothy Leary.
(d ) Death Row In a state
penitentiary .
Acknowledge use of coupon when calling for appointment.
8 a.m .-Evenings
10) If you were able to
_______
__
______
_Sat.
_
Expires
Feb._
24 COUPON
, 1983
Mon_
. thru
receive one of the following
powers, which one would you
choose?
(a ) The power to seduce
members of the opposite sex
at will.
(b )
The
power
to
enmemorize
entire
cyclopedias at a single
glance.
(c ) The power to chug a
keg of beer and not get
wasted.
(d ) The power to finally
answer that philosophical
question of why the chicken
crossed the road.
Answers: Number values
represent points assigned to
that answer.
8)

I

I
I
I
I
I

Hair It Is

364-7130

$5.00 O~F PERM

$~~~·o

Call Lisa or Becky
for an appointment.

L

1) A-2 B -1 C-5 0-3
2) A-3 B-4 C-5 0-1 E-2
3) A-2 B-1 C-5 D-4
4) A-2 B-5 C-l
5) A-3 B-5 C-l 0-2
6) A-3 B-5 C-l
7) A-2 B-3 C-1 0-5
8) A-2 B-4 C-5
9) A-5 B-3 C-l 0-2
10) A-3 B-5 C-l D-4

r~-----~-----------~
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SINGLE OCCUPANCY

Acro~!~!?f~0~!a~2s~!~g

lot.
Carpeted . telephone jacks. & cable available .
Utilities furnished .
Now Taking Contracts for Summer and next
Fall Semesters.
Inquire at:

Johnson Realty
1104 North Rolla Street

,

~

~

\
\

i

1

~

~
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NOWARD.
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$25 Off

any}ostenS gold ring
Campus Book Store
and

Estey's Jewelry
December 14 thru 19
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Loll: ODe pair of bIacIt, two-fID8et" mittens and a Coors@ sock bat In
JIIIOID 118 of M.E. BulJdIng. Monday, Feb. 7. 'lbey look too silly In
.... and they're possibly dIoxIn-cootamInted, so ... A REWARD OF
·F IVE U.S. DOlLARS will be excbaDged for IbeIr safe return. No

cpsIiODS asked. can 364-C85.

Faund: 00 UMR Golf Course red key ring with UMR Quad key and
oIIIerB. To claim ca11364«S6.
WUl the owner of the green VW RabbIt with New Hamp&bIre Ucense
plates 1141950 please call Racecar at 364-9957. He Is looking for a ride

Wanted: Interested persoo(S) to write sports for the MINER. Experience helpful, varsity athlete(s) preferred. Contact Larry Tipton
at 364-9783.
HeyMurf,
You're aJmost a quarter-ot-a-century old and It's beginning to show
- especially when you start calnapplng In class. Start looking forward to that fateful day !
C.andC.
In reply to the girls who complained about the lack of nice guys : just
because a guy does not find an overweight girl attractive doesn't
mean that be's not nice .
To the Men of PIll Kappa Theta,
Thanks for the Dowers! ClIng, Clang and the other one.
P.S. HeyLwnber, cutebalrcut!
C.M.,
Take me out someUme and leave your conscience at borne.

Q

For Sale: Alvarez classical guitar with case and new strings. can
.....,0 after 6 p.m.
For Sale: Brand new HP-41CV ClIIculator - never beeo Uged. $225.

llleIib C111364-2'7I5·
'l1>K SA C-9O cassette tapes. $2.50 eacb. Mlnlmwn 10 tapes. For
aiarelnformatlooortoorder, call 364-1490 and ask for Bob or Joe.
We need a roommate for the rest of the semester! House Is five
bIDdEB trom campus, can have own room U so desired, stx-room house
db baaemeDt garage. $65/mooth plus utilities. can 364-0049 anyUme.

Found: Watell at 11th and Oak streets. Call University PolIce to
\deDWy.

ToTLC,
1be Women of Thomas Jefferson would like to express our deep
gratitude for the lovely roses we received OIl Valentine's Day. 'lbey
brIgbteoed up our rooms as well as our hearts.
P.S. Who are you?
To the guy with charisma,

With ~ appreclatloo,
Sabre,
All the Girls
You are the girl I've always dreamed of and hoped you would
always be mine. May we always be happy for the rest of our Uves
1bank you for saying "YES" and making me the lucJdest guy in ~
world
My love forever,
DearL\za,
JJ
Lawdy,lawdy, SURE Is a wundaJ!
Love, Rastas
Congratulations to the JBAs of Sigma PIll EpsIlon. We're proud of
you!
The Golden Hearts
Sandra Dee,

From the girl with the Blind Frog

GREEN

and

SlLVERSTAR
00 FrIday, Feb. 18, Sigma PIll ~ will pn!SeIlt the band SUver
Star from 8 p.m.-I a.m. at the St. Pat's gym. AdmIasIoo wtU be $2.50
and tree refresbments wtU be provided.
KME PIZZA PARTY
KME wtU bold Its 8DIIIIaI pizza party from ~ p.m. Sunday, Feb. :II,
at Godfather's. All KME membenI and initiates are encouraged to
attend. Also all faculty members and IbeIr spouses are invited. Cost Is
$3 per person at the door.

Our Own
Homemade
Ice Cream

B-ill Is waiting for his letter and his picture. It's lonely at &ea.
Bluesweater
Hafastlck,
00 a HOT soapy night would you give your love to a beautiful
woman? No! Again? No!
Your Fellow R.R.B.P .'s
P .S. Piggy Is a knockout!

Roses are red,
Violets are blue
I wrote you a classified last week,
But It didn't get printed.
Happy Late Valentine's Day!!

P .J .

To LIndelJ H.,
How about another wild one.

toVerDdlt.

Have tests and bomewor1t got you down? Do you wIsb St. Pat's was
aJready here? Well bead over to Campus Club, 1304 PIne St on
Saturday, Feb. 19, for a OOUNTOOWN TO ST. PAT'S PARTY. Get pycbed for the diamond jooUee from 8 p.m.-???? Plenty
of refreshments and good tunes wIJ1 be on hand, 80 come OIl out and
get ready for the 75th.
BISCUlTS-N-GRAVY
Sigma Pi Uttle SIsters are IlerV\ng biscuits and gravy Saturday
Feb. 26, from 10 p.m.-I a.m. ncUta. available from Uttle sisters
Sig Pi's, are $1.50 In advance and $2 at the door.

FLAVOR OF THE WEEK
BLACK WALN UT FUDGE

Come. see the movie " Deceived" this FrIday at 7 p.m. in the
Missoun Room of the Student Center. It is about Jim Jones and the
People's Temple. Admission Is free.

To the Brothers of Kappa Sigma,
'!banks for everything this weekend. I'm proud to be your
sweetheart.
L .J.

Hours: Mon_-Sat. 10-10; Sunday 2--10
1005 N. Pine. Rolla, MO

To the students of UMR,
Time Is running out! Get your band together for Sigma Chi Mu's
AIR BAND CONTEST, FrIday, Feb. 25. For regislratlon, call 36,;-1433.
SlgmaChiMu

McDonald 's
GRANO PRIZE FOR FEBRUARY

CUN'

Different
book
weekly,

,1{fwm'

H,,~

/ ::;',

1983

-

McDonald', of Rollo

Made Doily
InOur
Store

CONTEST

12 1
~~

WARM AIR

GoI6en Arch.,
Club MefntMn will r.c:.t"e a
FifE donifi.d ad in Ovtlooll
and Shoppers G..,~ . p,~t
Golct.n Arc,," dub Cord for
f,.. clo.."," ad.

McOonold"5

C.I."d.r of Ev."h

UMa MlAL !'LAN
Lou is. March.llo: 'Who

" Two all beef potti. ,.
special souc • . leUuee ,

was that mon I saw you

ch..s. , pkkl .. . on ions on

kln ing l(Ht ni ght?U

CJ

snome Ned bun ."

lynn Wagonn.r: ''What
tim. was it?"

UMI MEAL PlAN
loul.. Moggi : " My

Ii»'.

~h .H

V l nc:~t

Rooc:h : "My filtl.
plum ."
Mini".,.: '" now pron01Jnc.
you fruit solod."

UMI MfAl I'lAN
John Edgar : '"Got anything
to 10'( before I fit. you ' "'
Owaine Mil . . : ·""Yeah . how
a~'aro i. .T
Soy it in 2 MConcb·w in a
bog of fries .
6 p .m . to 9 p .m .
27 TO NGUE TWISTER NIGHT
LIMIt MlAl PlAN

MOc\i Stout · '"S..... :. the
olt\.er way .'"
Tom Iort : "1 don', know

on"

0''''' woy ...

21

I 0 1 3 · ... ,n a bo g 0 1 ttle\
RIgh i hi l,me· ....... a
breolda ~ t

6 p . •n 10 q P m

"'Fridv- i , brok. n . panlry
;slow .
~Id ' , dri_ Ihru . ii '
a go '90.

BIRTHDAY PARITES
We cotef to all ages.

No fus s! No muss ! Coli
us! ~1 · 2 1 80 . ask for

mgr . McDonald's
birthday cokes
available for home
parties .

fU.

CItEW IIItTHO A VS

2 · Chfluy 8ullod.

6 · Ceroid Shackle lord

12 Jomos P,nkley
16 Rhonda Md o ....
2 1 Corol lno ROlmu nen
12 C lo ne (IO\H" n

n

Helga l u n l ~ I Ofd
'/4 Jod 1to MOlurk'e ..... ,CI
18 Po" ,( I. Do yle

Amethyl!

P lue~

SECIt£TAIKS' COItNEIt :

SKlrlTAIIIU

SlONE / SIGH
Amethy\t Aquo tlu~
Amethyst Aquoft u s
Am et hy st Aquoftu"
Ame thys . Aquorous
Amc ' hyst P' He<oo
A.ne thy,' p . ~ce ..
Amet h Yl! P'He,
Ame t hyst P,sees

aJth'·· ... w lft • •

CREWPERSON OF

THE MONTH :

~ fatt:

,..--rSl//
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.I ....
~

MANUEl TATAYON

(~

FOJ GIAOE SC1400l AND JUNIOI: HlGH:

_

. . ....-, -----_.
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-
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Miners miss Gibson; droptwo ~
By SCOT!' WlllTE

jumped out to a l(}-point lead
the Miners decided to start
playing basketball on the
strength of 10 first half
rebounds by Curtis Gibson
and finished the first half
down 27-18.
The second half saw the
lead change hands nine
different times as the Miners
and the Bearcats battled It
out down to the final second.
The Miners caught fire in the
second half and heated up
their shooting hand connecting on 65 percent from
the field after a poor 31
percent in the first half. Stan
Schuemaker and Rickie
Cannon led the Miners in the
second half with 12 and 11
points respectively.
Th·e Miners found themselves in the lead at 55-52
with 1 :33 remaining in the
game before two 18-foot
baskets by Rick Owens and
Victor Coleman put the
Bearcats on top to stay at 5655 with 0:48 left. UMRhad its
chance to win the game with
one second left on the clock
as Rickie Cannon took a 1~
foot jump shot that missed.
The loss was the Miners'
second in a row in conference play. Rickie Cannon
led the Miners in scoring
with 18 points, followed by
Stan Schuemaker with 12
and Curtis Gibson with 11
points and 11 rebounds.
The Miners record now
stands at 12-10 and 3-6 in

While Curtis Gibson took

" MIAA Conference Player
of the Week" for his performance in the CMSU and
Lincoln games last week and
remained atop the conference scoring stats, the
Miners struggled through
games with UMSL on
Wednesday and Northwest
Mo. State on Saturday.
On
Wednesday
UMR
traveled to St. Louis for an 8
p.m. contest with University
of Mo.-8t. Louis. The Miners
were firmly trounced 80-67
on the strength of a balanced
attack by UMSL. Ten
players figured in the
scoring for UMSL with Bob
McCormack leading the way
with 18 points.
With the absence of Curtis
Gibson, Mark Zarr topped
the Miners ' scoring with 18
points.
Rickie
Cannon
followed with 13 points and
Kent Dinsdale chipped in 10
points. Mark Zarr led all
rebounders with 13 for the
game.
UMSL jumped off to an
early lead and finished the
first half ahead 42-35. UMSL
increased its lead . in the
second half to finish the
game on top 80-67.
On Saturday the Bearcats
of Northwest Mo. State
traveled to Rolla to take on
the Miners in an 8 p.m.
contest. After the Bearcats

conference play. Tne MIners
return to action on Wednesday against Southeast

Mo. State at Cape Girardeau. On Saturday they host
Harris-Stowe College in a

game that it's coming out 01
its slump. The women's
record now stands at 7-13.
Their (}-9 conference mark Is
evidence of the top-level play
in the MIAA.
Monday's game agalnst
Southwest Baptist exhibited
the current status of the
team's play as they were

HAR~
·
AllunlC

RID TAG

on the schedule 00 Fa. It tretcI1p1y
and 26 so don't miss ,.... fie a
chance to see the MiDen in In N
action.
~~

~

Wrestlers

ThirdinMl
By MARK A. COOK

Bruce West

TKE and Newman demonstrate the high five in Intramural action.

Ladieson the rebound
Last week the UMR
women's basketball team
had a full schedule as they
played two road games on
Monday and Wednesday,
then finished off with a home
game Saturday. Although
the team dropped all three
games, there were encouraging signs in the last

7: 30 p. m. contest at · Gale
Bullman
Multi-Purpose
Building. The Miners have
two home games remaining

defeated by a 68-82 score.
Before the semester break
UMR had beaten SBC 77-M
in what Coach Schulte had
labeled the best game of the
still
young season.
In
Monday's game the Lady
Miners
had
balanced
scoring, with Barb Howard
and Kim Murphy on top with

BELL

GOODS

904 Pine 341-2666

SALI

Select group of

Select group of

Warm-Ups & Jackets

Baseball Bats & Gloves

1/2 price

1/2 price
Select group of

Adidas & Nike Shirts

Shoes

1/2 price

20-50% Off

Many Other In-Store Sales

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

t

14 and 11 points respectively.
Offense didn't seem to be the
problem, rather they were
unable to stop four of the
SBe players from getting

see Ladies
page15

The
wrestling
Miners
finished third in the Missouri
Intercollegiate
Athletic
Association
wrestling
championships last Saturday in Warrensburg on the
CMSU mats. The MIAA
crown was taken by CMSU,
usually a nationally ranked
Division
II
team
in
wrestling. Taking second
was Northwest (NWMSU)
and bringing up the rear in
last place was Northeast
Missouri St. U.
The wrestling Miners had
an up-down week prior to the
conference tournament. The
team was blasted 4(}-8 by
Division I powerhouse SMSU
on Feb. 2, but then the
wrestlers bounced back by
massacring
Division
II
doormat
Washington
University 57-{), and beating
William Jewel 4(}-10. The
highlights of these victories
included : Scott Chalmers
actually getting back points
- while winning twice, Greg
Schoenberg winning a match
47-2 and Jeff "Lipineser"
Maddox a second-period pin
against Washington U.
The Miners' final regular
season record of 6-7-1 tells

the story of the team 'I1Ie
team which was very 8InItg
in the lower five IJI8IIt
classes should be ~
next year and the CMnII
record improved to above
the .500 mark.
The conference meet
some great perforrnanca b)J M.cI
the Miner wrestlers. Jeff Week lo~
Maddox 167, who got ~ swimJIle
as the season progread, past WE
beat Sam Williams, oj qualified
CMSU, and took a IIIIM-medal. Jeff will be a ....
next year. Greg ScboeIarg
the leading winner 01 lilt
team with 17 victories, loci: I
silver after a close ~3
the finals against CIISU_
Also taking second - . discuSSiOi
Chris Colona at 134 and JiD "KeelDn stl
Siekmann at 142. Jim SIS the decisi
mann would have 11M taking U
champion except for U. lOOfereoo
ineptness of a ref. Jim Mark (II
leading !H;, became - . (158)
after a hard head butt by III Srott 0Ja
opponent.
1be
retere line wres
claimed Jim unable ~
wrestle and defaulted 111m
Fifteen
minutes

At

'*'

_Ir

wi

see Grapplers
page15

Swimmers vsMizzo
This Saturday, Feb. 20, the
UMR Miner Swim team will
take on the University of
Missouri Columbia Tigers in
a dual meet at the Gale
Bullman
Multi-Purpose
Building. 1be Miners will be

Gr

La
-

InlDooubl

WedneS
also a
!he

liners

out to beat the Tigers In • l'eek's g
effort to even up for a _
wnen of
the Miners suffered from Ibr home 0
Tigers earlier this se.a Iiot streal
Come show your spirit _ ~~r;,
root the Miner team . . 001,,'5
llilh the
another victory.
ba

un~
....._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ o!'ave
up

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-~~~

Alex Pizza Palace

~r!uni

ve pia
!gtJreg w

'eenthen

122 W. 8th Street Rolla

~PUt

NOW OPEN FOR LUNCH 11 A.M.-2 P.M.

7for)4po

-SANDWICHES -SALADS
-SPAGHETTI
-BEER -GYROS SANDWICH
For FREE DELIVERY of Pizzas

364-2669 or 364-9878

IildLallrf

~
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Intramurals into home stretch
Men's
With
the
springlike
weather. can softball be far
away? Basketball, tug-i)fwar and handball are all
moving into the home
stretch as teams strive for
the playoffs.
In
men's
basketball,
Sigma Nu, GDI and BSU are
the only unbeaten teams left

as MHA East, PiKA, KA Psi,
Delta Tau Delta and AE Pi
all fell victims to defeat last
week. A full slate of action is
being played this week.
Standings and playoff picks
will be in next week's issue.
Intramural tug is now in
the semifinals as this
Saturday night Kappa Sig
tugs Sig Nu while Sig Pi
squares off against Sig Chi

M-Club

Mu.
Softball Is now only three
weeks away as play will be
getting under way March 8.
Also, a reminder to the 1M
wrestlers that your blood
pressure must be checked at
the Infirmary March 1-4
anytime between 10 a.m. and
3 p.m . Weigh-ins will be held
at the Gale Bullman MultiPurpose Building March 6
from noon-2 p.m.

Women'S
First off, in the McDonald's basketball layup

ce meet II
~I
estIers. .I!
ogot~

~

~

joi asill
lbeasei
~

I
"""""fIQ

IDOer ~

6;;JkII1

M-Club's Athlete of the
Week for this week is varsity
swimmer Chris Aria. In this
past week's meet Chris
qualified nationally in the

Grapplers
from page 14

tinstCMS

iecood

III

134mU

12. Jim!i
have t.
!PI for I
a ref. J\
ecame !iii
it! butt byl

!Ie

reflI

UDabIe
faulted It
iwIeS

rzDI

pgers in ,

pfor all
fed frOID f

IbiSseasI

rSjirilI
team II

lOO-meter backstroke with a
time of 54.17 seconds. In the
200-meter backstroke, Chris
placed a time of 1:56.74, a
new school record and the
second fastest time in the
nation this year.
Great work Chris!

discussion
with
Coach
Keeton still could not change
the decision of the referee.
Taking third places in the
conference were brothers
Mark (118) and Raymond
(158) Weston and senior
Scott Chalmers. Scott was a
fine wrestler with 15 wins

and the team leader all year
as Captain Chalmers' unique
wrestling style of stalling
matches will be missed by
the team.
Next for the wrestling
team is the trip to Kenosho,
for the national
Wis.,
qualifier. GO MINERS!!

finalist teams. At halftime of
the Feb. 26 varsity women's
game T JHA and RHA will
fight it out for the 1983 title
(and for $30 worth of McDonald's gift certificates) .
In last week's games, KD
and RHA continued their
domination of League II by
scoring victories over GDI
and Chi 0 ., respectively.
ZTA and AWS advanced
their ranking in the League I
standings, defeating TJHA
and
Wesley
in
their

respective games.
Until next time, you might

softball rosters together.
That time of year is ap-

.,.w.an..t .to. .s.tart_.gie.t.tin.~iliYiio.ur. . . pro_a.chin.
.
.
· .
g.f.asiitil·_ _ __

Yeh, I dig my

~
''@<

-~
-Basic/ Fortran/ Cobol
- Apple/ Atari -Garnes

computer ...
it's more fun now with
the computer books I
special ordered from ...

..
----------------~
E-Systems continues

Athlete of the Week
SUBMIT1'ED BY
M-CLUB

relay the field has been
narrowed down to two

7OIPI~

Molia 9,':JOMon.-Fn

9-~SaI

the tradition of
the world's great problem solvers.
Unquestionably, Leonardo
da Vinci possessed one of the
world 's great minds. Not only renowned as a painter and sculptor, da Vinci also applied his
exceptional talents to the mechanics of flight, to cartography
for planning military campaigns ,
and even astronomy.
Today, scientists and engineers at E-Systems continue the
tradition by expanding the practical application of advanced technology. E-Systems uses the
principles of flight mechanics as
the basis for major modifications
to aircraft, expands basic cartography to encompass highly

sophisticated guidance and com·
mand and control systems, and
has designed and built a sys·
tem that greatly expands man 's
ability to study the universe.
That's only a small seg ment of the tough prqblems
E-Systems engineers solve in
the area of antennas, communications , data acquisition, pro·
cessing , storage and retrieval
systems and other systems applications for intelligence and reo
connaissance - systems which
are often the first of a kind in
the world.

For a reprint of the da Vinci
illustration and inf9rmation on career opportunities-'with E·Systems
in Texas, Florida, Indiana, Utah,
and Virg inia, write : Dr. Lloyd K.
Lauderdale, Vice President
Research and Engineering,
E·Systems, Inc., Corporate
Headquarters, P. O. Box 226030,
Dallas, Texas 75266.

1-1
=-

E-SYSTEMS
The problem solvers.

An equal opportunity employer, M/F, H, V

Leonardo da VinCI

1452-1519

Ladies
into double figures.
Wednesday's game was
also a rematch from earlier
in the season, that the
Miners dropped. In last
week's game, the Riverwomen of UMSL came out of
a home court slump with a
hot streak that blasted the
Miners, with an 89-54 score.
UMR's consistent trouble
with the full court press
haunted them again as they
gave up 35 turnovers (to
UMSL's 13), The St. Louis
team capitalized on every
opportunity, too, as they put
five players into double
figures with 68 points between them. For UMR, Terry
Bond put in 16 points' worth
and Laurie Behm went f>.for7 for 14 points in the game.

s

i1 •.

from page 14
It was Saturday that the
team started to show signs of
promise.
Although
the
scoreboard at the buzzer
read UMR 65, NW Missouri
82, the game was really
much closer than 17 points.
The Miners were only nine
points down at the half and
battled up to within one point
of their opponent twice in the
second half. With 7: 12 left in
the game the score was 58-59
- Northwest. Two and a half
minutes later the gap had
jumped to 14. According to
Coach Schulte the team just
" ran out of gas." She wasn't
very disturbed by this event,
she was glad to have played
the Maryville team so close.
Northwest is third in the
M1AA and was nationally
ranked early in the season.
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Finally!
Someone in Rolla has a high speed
quality copier. Bond copies, 70 per
minute, from 1 to 1,000,000.
10th and Elm
(By Army Recruiters)

Rolla
364-2844
Open evenings until 9:00 p.m . for typing and copying.

10% Student Discount on Copies with 1.0.
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Our GreenvilieDivision will be on campus interviewing February 24, 1983.
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